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Diagnostic accuracy research is a vital step in the evaluation of new diagnostic technologies.1;2 

It is the ability of a test to correctly discriminate between patients that have and do not 

have the target disease (or target condition). In studies of diagnostic accuracy, results of 

the tests under study (index tests) are compared with results of a reference standard (or 

reference test) applied to the same series of patients.3 In this research framework, the 

reference standard is the best available method to verify the presence or absence of the 

target disease, and thus provides the definitive classification of patients into target disease 

present or absent. This process is known as disease verification. Measures such as predictive 

values or post-test probabilities, ROC curves, sensitivity, specificity, likelihood ratios, or odds 

ratio, express how well the results of the index tests (either in isolation or in combination 

using, e.g., a multivariable diagnostic model) agree with the outcomes or results of the 

reference standard.2 

Ideally, the reference standard provides error-free disease classification. In some situations, 

it is not possible to verify the disease outcome with the preferred reference standard in 

all patients. In other situations, the reference standard cannot be applied to any patient. 

Failure to apply the reference standard may result in various types of disease verification 

problems. Biased and exaggerated estimates of accuracy of a test can lead to inefficiencies 

in testing in clinical practice, unnecessary costs, and could trigger physicians to making 

incorrect treatment decisions.

The first major problem in diagnostic research is when partial disease verification is present. 

This problem occurs when only a sub sample of the patients who have had the index tests 

subsequently receives verification by the reference standard. The disease outcome is then 

verified or observed in only part of the total study group. If this partial disease verification by 

the reference standard is completely ad random (i.e. non-selective), this process obviously 

poses no validity problems; it only may reduce the statistical power of the study. If this partial 

verification, however, is based on index test results or other observed patient information 

or characteristics, which is often the case in diagnostic research, the verified patients are 

obviously not a random subsample of the total study group. We then speak of selective 

disease verification, which yields selectively missing disease outcomes. If in this case the 

non-verified patients are simply left out of the analysis, the most common approach, the 

estimated measures of diagnostic accuracy of the index tests are usually biased; this bias is 

called partial verification bias.4;5

Another problem in diagnostic accuracy studies occurs when an alternative, second 

best, reference standard is used in those subjects where the result of the first, preferred 

reference test is not obtained. This second reference standard is often applied in those with 
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negative results on the index tests or with mild clinical presentation. Although this seems a 

logical and clinically appealing and ethical approach, bias can arise when the results of both 

reference tests are treated as interchangeable. Yet the two reference tests are almost by 

definition of different quality, in terms of target disease classification, or may even define 

the target disease differently.6;7 Simply combining all data in a single analysis, as if both 

reference tests yield the same disease outcomes, does not validly reflect the ‘true’ disease 

presence/absence status; the so-estimated disease prevalence differs from what one would 

have obtained if all subjects had undergone the preferred reference standard. 

Consequently, estimated accuracy measures of the index tests will again be biased. This bias 

is called differential verification bias.8;9

There are also situations or diseases where there an appropriate reference standard does 

not exist. In that case one may consider the use of an expert panel.2;10 A panel of experts 

then decides on the ‘true’ presence or absence of the target condition in each patient, 

often based on all relevant or documented information of that patient. An alternative for 

this expert panel method is the use of statistical models for combining multiple test results 

to classify patients, known as latent class models.11-13 They relate the observed patterns 

of various test results to unknown or latent categories which are defined by the presence 

or absence of the target condition. By linking index test results to these latent disease 

categories, such models can estimate the accuracy of the index tests. Latent class models 

vary in their underlying assumptions and in the way they estimate these parameters.11;14;15

Verification problems are not only a problem in primary studies of diagnostic accuracy 

but also pose a challenge for systematic reviews of diagnostic studies. Some authors have 

acknowledged this bias in their discussions, but did not quantify or correct for it in the 

analyses.16-18 So far, correction methods have not been developed and incorporated into 

meta-analytic statistical models when verification problems are present in one or more of 

the primary diagnostic studies. 

Objectives

The main aim of the work reported in this thesis was to examine the problem of verification 

bias in studies of diagnostic accuracy. In particular, we aimed to investigate the available 

methods to alleviate the various problems of verification bias and, more importantly, to 

improve the methodology and analysis of primary diagnostic accuracy studies and diagnostic 

meta-analyses in the presence of various forms of verification bias. 
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Outline of this thesis

In Chapter 2 we describe the most important types of disease verification problems using 

examples from clinical practice. 

Chapter 3 contains two studies on the correction of partial verification bias in diagnostic 

accuracy studies. In Chapter 3.1 we revisit and compare various methods to correct for 

partial verification bias. In Chapter 3.2 we focus on the ability of multiple imputation and the 

correction method of ‘Begg and Greenes’ under a range of different situations of selectively 

missing disease outcomes or partial verification. We elucidate under which circumstances 

both methods produce similar results and when they may start to deviate. Based on our 

findings we propose guidance for researchers designing and analyzing diagnostic accuracy 

studies with partial -both selective and non-selective- disease verification. 

In Chapter 4 we discuss differential verification bias. We propose a Bayesian model to 

simultaneously adjust for both differential verification bias and the imperfect nature of one 

or both applied reference tests. In its most general form, the model allows for estimation of 

predictive values, sensitivity, and specificity of the index tests, as well as of both (imperfect) 

reference tests, with respect to the estimated latent disease status. It also allows for the 

estimation of accuracy of the index tests with respect to each reference tests. 

In Chapter 5 we compare the results of an expert panel and a latent class model in diagnostic 

accuracy studies in which there is no (single) reference method available. Using data from 

an empirical study on the diagnosis of heart failure we identify and discuss differences 

between the expert panel decision and the results of a latent class model. 

In Chapter 6 we propose a new two-stage Bayesian approach to correct for partial verification 

bias in primary diagnostic accuracy studies when conducting a meta-analysis of test accuracy 

studies. In Stage I of the analysis, this approach uses only the primary studies with complete 

verification to estimate the distribution of the index test results in a representative sample 

of the population. In Stage II all available studies are used to estimate predictive values of 

the index test(s). The results from the two stages can then be combined to obtain unbiased 

summary estimates of the sensitivity and specificity of the index test(s). 

Chapter 7 provides a general discussion of the different types of disease verification problems 

that may occur in diagnostic research practice and concludes with various recommendations 

depending on the situation. 
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Abstract

Background

Diagnostic accuracy is the ability of a test or combination of tests (e.g. in a diagnostic model) 

to correctly identify patients with or without the target disease. In diagnostic accuracy 

studies, ideally all patients that undergo the index test are verified by the reference standard. 

Incomplete or improper disease verification is one of the major sources of bias in diagnostic 

accuracy studies. This study describes the various types of disease verification problems 

using empirical examples and proposes solutions to alleviate the associated biases. 

Partial verification bias

Partial verification bias occurs when not all patients are verified by the reference standard, 

and when this (referral for) disease verification is related to other, previous (index) test 

results or patient characteristics. If the preferred reference standard has not been applied in 

all patients, selectively or non-selectively, mathematical correction methods can be used to 

correct for the partial verification bias.

Differential verification bias

Another approach in diagnostic accuracy studies is to use an alternative reference test in 

those subjects where the result of the first, preferred reference test cannot be obtained. 

Although this seems a clinically appealing and ethical approach, differential verification bias 

arises when the results of both reference tests are treated as equal and interchangeable 

when, in fact, they are of different quality or define the target condition differently. Then, 

the estimated accuracy of the diagnostic index test or model should be corrected and 

reported separately for each reference test, to provide more informative and less biased 

index tests’ accuracy measures. 

Conclusion

In diagnostic accuracy studies, efforts should be made to verify as many patients as possible 

– preferably all - with the optimal reference standard, to avoid bias in the estimated accuracy 

of the index test. Often, patient burden, costs or other reasons prevent this from happening. 

If so, researchers and practicing physicians should be aware of the associated biases, and 

provide the reader with corrected and more informative estimates of the accuracy of the 

diagnostic test or model under study.
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Introduction

The accuracy of a diagnostic test or combination of tests (e.g. in a diagnostic model) is 

the ability to correctly identify patients with or without the target disease. In studies of 

diagnostic accuracy, results of the test or model under study are verified by comparing 

them with results of a so-called reference standard, applied to the same patients, to verify 

disease status (Figure 1A).1 Measures such as predictive values, post-test probabilities, ROC 

curves, sensitivity, specificity, likelihood ratios, or odds ratios, express how well the results 

of an index test agree with the outcome of the reference standard.2 Biased and exaggerated 

estimates of diagnostic accuracy can lead to inefficiencies in diagnostic testing in practice, 

unnecessary costs, and could trigger physicians to making incorrect treatment decisions.

Figure 1. Diagnostic accuracy study with complete verification by the same reference standard (A); study with     

partial verification (B); and study with differential verification (C). 

The reference standard ideally provides error-free classification of the disease outcome 

presence or absence. In some cases, it is not possible to verify the definitive disease 

presence/absence in all patients with the (single) reference standard, which may result in 

bias. In this paper, we describe the most important types of disease verification problems 

using examples from published diagnostic accuracy studies. We also propose solutions to 

alleviate the associated biases. 

Table 1 provides a small sample of published diagnostic accuracy studies, including from our 

own group, in which disease verification problems were present. 

 
A: Classic design B: Partial verification C: Differential verification 

Patients 

Index test(s) 

Patients 

Index test(s) 

Reference 
standard 1 

Patients 

Index test(s) 

Reference standard Reference 
standard 2 

Reference 
standard 

No reference 
standard 
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Table 1. Examples of published diagnostic accuracy studies in which disease verification problems, partial or 

differential, were present.

Partial verification

Index test(s) Target condition Reference standard Problem References
FDG-PET scan Distant metastases Histology of biopsy Only PET hotspots were 

(can be) biopsied.
(3)

Digital rectal 
examination and 
prostate specific antigen

Prostate cancer Combination of transrectal 
ultrasound plus biopsy

54 men did not undergo 
the reference standard 
(test combination) for 
unknown reasons.

(4)

Dobutamine-atropine 
stress echocardiography

Coronary artery 
disease

Coronary angiography Only a small sample of 
patients received the 
reference because of the 
practitioners` decision. 

(5)

Hepatic scintigraphy Liver cancer Liver biopsy with pathology Index test positives (39%) 
and test negatives (63% 
were not verified for 
unspecified reasons.

(6)

D-dimer and 
alveolar dead space 
measurement

Pulmonary embolism Pulmonary angiography Not all patients were 
verified by angiography, 
for unspecified reasons.

(7)

Differential verification

Index test(s) Target condition Reference standard Problem References
Elbow extension test Elbow fracture Radiography or follow up Index test positives 

received radiography. 
Index test negatives 
received follow up.

(8)

D-dimer test Deep-vein 
thrombosis (DVT)

Ultrasonography of the legs Patients with negative 
d-dimer test or clinically 
low risk of DVT were 
verified by follow-up at 3 
months.

(9)

Patient history, physical 
examination and 
laboratory tests

Serious bacterial 
infection

Cultures of blood, spinal 
fluid, urine, stool positive 
for a pathogen or a panel 
diagnosis

Mixture of reference 
standards, as used in 
clinical practice.

(10)

Ventilation/perfusion 
lung scans

Acute pulmonary 
embolism

Scintigraphy or pulmonary 
angiography or follow up

Mixture of reference 
standards, as used in 
clinical practice.

(11)
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Partial verification

Often not all study subjects who underwent the index test receive the reference standard, 

leading to missing disease outcome data (Figure 1B). These situations have been labelled 

partial verification. The bias associated with partial verification is called partial verification 

bias, work-up bias, or referral bias.12-14 

Different mechanisms can lead to partial verification, as will be illustrated by the following 

examples (see also Table 1). When target conditions produce lesions that need biopsy and 

subsequent histological verification as in many cancers, it is impossible to verify negative 

index test results (‘where to biopsy?’). An example is FDG-PET scanning to detect possible 

distant metastases before planning major curative surgery in patients with carcinoma of the 

oesophagus: only PET hot spots can be biopted and verified histologically.3 

Ethical reasons can also play a role in withholding a reference standard. Angiography is still 

considered the best available method for the detection of pulmonary embolisms. Because of 

its invasiveness and risk of serious complications it is now considered unethical to perform 

this reference standard in low-risk patients, such as those with a low clinical probability and 

negative d-dimer result.7 

Sometimes the reference standard may be temporarily unavailable or patients and doctors 

can decide to refrain from disease verification. In a study evaluating the accuracy of digital 

rectal examination and prostate specific antigen (PSA) for the early detection of prostate 

cancer, 145 out of 1000 men fulfilled the criterion for verification by the reference standard: 

transrectal ultrasound combined with biopsy. Fifty-four of these men did not undergo the 

reference standard, for unknown reasons.4 In another study, the accuracy of dobutamine-

atropine stress echocardiography for the diagnosis of coronary artery disease was assessed 

using coronary angiography as reference.5 Only a small part of patients received this 

reference standard because of the practitioners’ decision to refer to angiography depended 

on the patient’s history and test results.

The above examples show that partial disease verification and thus missing disease outcome 

status in part of the patients, is often not completely at random or a-selective. It is usually 

based on results of the index test under study or other observed patient variables or test 

results. If so, the missing outcome status is selectively missing, as the reason for disease 

verification is associated with other information. For example, patients with a positive 

index test result or patients with a high clinical suspicion based on various variables (i.e. 

high pre-index test probability) are often more likely to be verified by the reference test 

than patients with negative test results or a low pre-index test probability. Simply leaving 
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such selectively unverified patients out of the analysis will leave a non-random (selective) 

part of the subjects for the analysis, and thus generate biased estimates of the accuracy of 

the index test under study. The direction and magnitude of this bias will depend on how 

selective the reason for non-verification is, the number of patients that are unverified, and 

the ratio between the number of patients with positive and negative index test results that 

remain unverified.14 The bias always occurs in the estimates of the sensitivity and specificity 

of the diagnostic index test or model under study, and often as well in the predictive value. 

When the reason for partially missing outcomes is only based on the results of the index 

test under study, the predictive values of this index test will indeed be unbiased (see below).

If, however, the reason for referral for reference testing is not only due to the index test 

results but also to other patient information, the predictive values of the index test will also 

be affected.15 

One of the early methods to correct for partial verification bias was developed by Begg 

and Greenes.16 In short, this method uses only the pattern of reference-standard-verified 

diseased and non-diseased, among the patients with a positive or negative result of the 

(single) index test under study. This pattern is then used to calculate the expected number 

of diseased and non-diseased among the non-verified patients with a positive or negative 

index test result, to obtain an inflated two-by-two table as if all patients were verified by 

the reference standard. This correction method assumes that the reason for referral to the 

reference test is only due to the result of the index test under study. Hence, conditional on 

these index test results, the decision to verify is in fact a random process. The method can 

also be extended to more than one test result, but this requires exact knowledge of the 

reasons and patterns behind the partial disease verification.16;17 

More recently, multiple imputation methods have been proposed to correct for partial 

verification problems.18;19 Multiple imputation can be viewed as a ‘statistical’ work-out of 

the intuitive ‘diagnostic reasoning’ of the clinician. Just as a clinician in practice refers a 

patient for disease verification by a (more invasive, burdening or costly) reference standard 

using all available patient information, multiple imputation techniques use also all available 

information of the patient - and that of similar patients - to estimate the most likely value of 

the missing reference test result in non-verified patients. 

Imputation methods comprise two phases: an imputation phase where each missing 

reference test result is estimated and imputed, using all available patient information 

and an analysis phase where accuracy estimates of the diagnostic index test or model are 

computed by standard procedures, based on the now completed dataset. Several imputation 
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variants are available, ranging from single imputation of missing reference test values to 

multiple imputation20;21. Instead of filling in a single value for each missing value, as with 

single imputation, multiple imputation procedures replace each missing value with a set 

of plausible values to represent the uncertainty about the imputed value. These multiple 

imputed data sets are then analyzed, one by one, again by standard procedures. In a next 

step the results from these analyses are combined to produce accuracy estimates of the 

diagnostic index test(s) or model and their confidence intervals that properly reflect the 

uncertainty due to missing values.20;21

To optimally apply multiple imputation techniques to address partial verification, it is 

important for researchers to collect as much as possible detailed data on study subjects 

that could potentially drive the (selective) referral for reference testing. The performance 

of the multiple imputation or other correction methods will improve with more and better 

information that may be involved in disease verification decisions. The flexibility of the 

multiple imputation method enables the incorporation of multiple pieces of observed 

patient information, and not only the results of the index test under study, thereby increasing 

the likelihood of correctly imputing missing reference test values in patients in whom the 

disease status was selectively not verified by the reference standard.17-19 

Finally, we stress that all discussed mathematical methods to correct for selectively missing 

disease-outcome status or reference test results, and thus for partial verification bias, 

make use of observed (patient) information or variables. They assume that the reasons 

for missingness depend on observed information only. Clearly, this assumption can not be 

tested with the data at hand, simply because non-observed information is by definition 

not available. If one expects selectively missing reference test results due to unobserved 

information, there are methods to perform additional (sensitivity) analysis to quantify 

to what extent the diagnostic accuracy estimates of the index test change under these 

situations.22;23

Differential verification

Another frequently encountered approach in diagnostic accuracy studies is to use an 

alternative, second best, reference test in those subjects where the result of the first, 

preferred reference test can or will not be obtained (Figure 1C). Although this seems a clinically 

appealing and ethical approach, bias arises when the results of the two reference tests are 

treated as interchangeable. Both reference tests are almost by definition of different quality 

in terms of target disease classification or may even define the target disease differently.24;25 

Hence, simply combining all disease-outcome data in a single analysis (Figure 2), as if both 

reference tests are yielding the same disease outcomes, does not validly reflect the ‘true’ 
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disease presence/absence status. The so-estimated disease prevalence differs from what 

one would have obtained if all subjects had undergone the preferred reference standard. 

Consequently, all estimated measures of accuracy of the diagnostic index test or model will 

be biased. This is called differential verification bias.12;13 

(i) Verification with preferred 

reference test

(ii) Verification with alternative 

reference test

(iii) Differential verification 

with either reference test

R+ R- S+ S- ?+ ?-

T+ a b + T+ - - ≠ T+ a b
T- - - T- c d T- c d

Figure 2. Diagnostic accuracy study with differential disease verification in which the preferred reference test R 

is used in only the index test positives (i), an alternative but less perfect reference test S used in the index test 

negatives (ii), which are then simply combined to form one overall complete two-by-two table ignoring the fact 

that both reference tests have different abilities to determine the disease presence/absence, such that the disease 

status in fact is ambiguously defined (iii).

For example, when evaluating a new marker for acute appendicitis, histopathology of the 

appendix is the preferred reference test, but clinical follow-up is sometimes used as an 

alternative reference test, e.g. if histopathology is considered too invasive for a patient. 

Compared to histopathology, clinical follow-up is likely to have a higher implicit threshold 

to detect appendicitis, so it will label more patients as non-diseased (i.e. no appendicitis). 

It illustrates that these two reference tests define the target condition in a different way. 

Histopathology seems the preferred reference test because it reveals even the smallest 

amount of inflamed cells. One could argue that the more relevant information for clinical 

practice is not whether the patient has any inflamed cells, but whether the patient will 

recover without intervention. This would make natural history the clinically preferred 

reference, even though it would be unethical to use follow up in all subjects and to withhold 

surgery. It does mean that accuracy estimates from a combination of histopathology and 

follow-up will systematically differ from what one would have obtained if all index test results 

had been verified by either clinical follow-up or histology. Because accuracy estimates of the 

new marker ignore the use of different reference tests, they are also difficult to interpret. In 

situations of differential verifications like this, the results should be corrected and reported 

separately for each reference standard, to provide informative and unbiased measures of 

accuracy of the diagnostic index test or model. We illustrate this using a clinical example 

from the recent literature8 in Box 1.

Recently, a Bayesian method was proposed for simultaneously adjusting for differential 

verification bias and for the fact that these multiple reference tests were imperfect.26 The 

method produces accuracy measures both with respect to the latent disease status and 
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with respect to the use of different reference tests. The former can be considered as a more 

general measure of performance of the index test with respect to a theoretically defined 

target condition or disease status as none of the used reference tests is considered as 

‘perfect’. However, the index tests’ accuracy measures for each of the reference standards 

may be considered of greater and direct clinical relevance, as these reflect the accuracy 

against the reference tests that are commonly also performed in daily practice, on which 

further patient management decisions will often be based. 

Conclusion

In diagnostic accuracy studies, all efforts should be made to verify as many patients as 

possible – preferably all - with the optimal reference test, to avoid bias. In practice, patient 

burden, costs or other reasons may often prevent this from happening (Table 1).27

If the disease-outcome status is verified by the reference test in only part of the patients, 

which is usually selective disease verification based on other observed patient information, 

we advise to use the above described mathematical correction methods to correct for the 

partial verification bias.16;17;19 

There is yet insufficient knowledge and evidence to make general statements about what 

proportion of missing reference standard results might be acceptable and at which point 

correction methods will become unreliable. Following various statistical guidelines,18-21;28;29 

we recommend using these correction methods even with small rates of missing disease-

outcomes. Even small proportions of missing outcomes may yield biased accuracy estimates 

of the index test(s) or model under study, if the non-verified sample is highly selective. 

Which upper limits of missing reference test data can still be corrected for, is even harder to 

say.13 Recently, Janssen et al showed that even for large amounts of missing data, imputation 

leads to less biased results than simply ignoring the (selectively) non-measured subjects.28 

The authors discussed that this possibility for imputation depends on how selective or 

different the observed versus non-observed subjects are, and how much subjects or data 

is left to build well-enough imputation models. In any case, authors applying correction 

or imputation methods for addressing partial verification methods should provide insight 

in both issues: how many subjects had missing reference test values and how different 

were the verified versus non-verified patients by comparing both groups on the observed 

characteristics.29;30

If the preferred reference is not possible and thus missing in complete subgroups (e.g. in 

index test negatives or with a low pre-test probability), applying a different usually less 

perfect ‘reference test’ will obviously produce different information about the disease 

status.
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Box 1. Clinical Example: the Elbow Extension Test to rule out Elbow Fracture

In a recent study16 the Elbow Extension Test (EET) was studied on its accuracy to rule out elbow fractures. 

The preferred reference test was radiography. For unstated reasons (costs, efficiency or radiation reduction), 

radiography was planned in patients with a positive EET result and the negative EET patients received a structured 

follow-up assessment by telephone after 7-10 days to verify whether elbow fracture was indeed absent (the 

alternative reference test). Only patients who met any of the pre-specified recall criteria were asked to return to 

the emergency department for radiography after all. The rest were considered not to have a (clinically significant) 

elbow fracture. The resulting data are shown in Table 2.

Table 2

Radiography Follow Up

fracture no fracture fracture no fracture

Elbow extension test +    521 617   NA NA

Elbow extension test - 14 † 167 † 3 414

† Data available due to ‘protocol violations’

The authors reported overall estimates of accuracy of the EET, ignoring the use of different reference standards 

(Table 3, first row). Though both radiography and structured follow-up are useful verification methods, their results 

are not necessarily interchangeable.

Table 3 Corrected sensitivities, specificities and predictive values (in percentages) of the Elbow Extension Test

Analysis Sensitivity (CI) Specificity (CI) NPV(CI) PPV (CI)

Differential verification ignored* 96.8 (95.0 to 98.2) 48.5 (45.6 to 51.4) 97.2 (95.5 to 98.3) 45.8 (42.9 to 48.7)

Corrected for partial verification (accuracy wrt to radiography)

Begg & Greenes 91.8 (88.0 to 95.7) 47.2 (44.2 to 50.2) 92.3 (88.6 to 95.9) 45.8 (42.6 to 49.0)

NPV = Negative Predictive Value; PPV = Positive Predictive Value; CI = 95% Confidence Interval; wrt = with respect to

The availability of 181 negative EET patients who were after all evaluated by the preferred reference test

(‘protocol violations’: Table 2), enables to apply the above mentioned correction methods for partial verification, 

under the assumption that conditional on the index test result, the decision to verify can be seen as a random 

process.

The corrected values of sensitivity and specificity clearly illustrate the consequences of differential verification 

(Table 3, second row). We found differences in the estimates of EET accuracy when verification bias is simply 

ignored and when it is adjusted for.

The negative predictive value (which was of primary interest: to rule out elbow fractures, aiming at an NPV of at 

least 97%), with respect to radiography alone, was lower than the negative predictive value reported by the 

authors. This clearly shows that two reference tests should not be viewed as one without concern.

For a more detailed and elaborate discussion of this example and the possibilities to correct for differential verification, we refer to the recently published: 

‘Adjusting for differential verification bias in diagnostic accuracy studies: A Bayesian approach’.26
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Because overall accuracy estimates of the diagnostic index test or model under study that 

ignore the use of different reference tests are difficult to interpret, the results should be 

reported separately for each ‘reference test’ to provide more clinically informative and 

indeed unbiased measures of diagnostic accuracy.12 If in these situations one still wants 

to quantify the accuracy of the diagnostic index test or model with regard to the same 

underlying target condition, one should also correct for possible imperfections of the 

applied reference tests.26  
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Abstract

Partial verification refers to the situation where a subset of patients is not verified by the 

reference (gold) standard and is excluded from the analysis. If partial verification is present, 

the observed (naive) measures of accuracy such as sensitivity and specificity are most likely 

to be biased. Recently, Harel and Zhou showed that partial verification can be considered as 

a missing data problem and that multiple imputation (MI) methods can be used to correct for 

this bias. They claim that even in simple situations where the verification is random within 

strata of the index test results, the so-called Begg and Greenes (B&G) correction method 

underestimates sensitivity and overestimates specificity as compared with the MI method. 

However, we were able to demonstrate that the B&G method produces similar results as 

MI, and that the claimed difference has been caused by a computational error. Additional 

research is needed to better understand which correction methods should be preferred in 

more complex scenarios of missing reference test outcome in diagnostic research.
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Introduction

Partial verification is one of the major problems in the assessment of the accuracy measures 

of diagnostic tests. This problem occurs when only a sub sample of those patients who 

are initially tested subsequently receives the definitive assessment for disease status (e.g. 

verification by the reference standard). If partial verification is present, the observed (Naive) 

measures of accuracy like sensitivity (the probability of a positive test given the true disease 

status is positive) and specificity (the probability of a negative test given the true disease 

status is negative) are biased. Several solutions have been proposed to correct or to alleviate 

this bias.1 

One of the early and frequently applied methods to correct for this type of bias was developed 

by Begg and Greenes (B&G),2 based on the assumption of conditional independence. This 

means that conditional on the result of the test under evaluation, the mechanism for 

selecting the sample for verification can be considered to be random (ignorable verification 

assumption).

Recently Harel and Zhou3 described that partial verification can be considered as a missing 

data problem and that Multiple Imputation (MI) methods can be used to correct for this bias. 

They claim that the so-called Begg and Greenes (B&G) correction method is underestimating 

sensitivity and overestimating specificity as compared to the MI method, even in the simple 

case where the pattern of missing values is only determined by a single factor. 

They use the Diaphanography data for breast cancer (Table 1) to illustrate their point that 

MI produces different results than the B&G method. Therefore, they recommend the use 

of MI when analysing a dataset from a diagnostic accuracy study where partial verification 

is present.

 
Table 1. Data structure of Diaphananography for breast cancer example as used by Harel and Zhou3

Cross table

  T=1 T=0

V=1  D=1 26 7

  D=0 11 44

V=0   30 782

 Total  67 833

D=1 if disease present; D=0 if disease not present; T=1 if positive test result; T=0 if negative test result; V=1 if 
verified by golden standard procedure; V=0 if not verified by golden standard procedure 
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Hanley and Begg4 already commented that the B&G method can be considered as a 

straightforward ‘single imputation’ based on exactly the same (ignorability) assumption that 

Harel and Zhou have used for their MI techniques. Therefore, it would be unrealistic that 

the B&G and MI methods could produce such starkly different estimates as those reported 

by Harel and Zhou,3 unless a computational error had been made. Harel and Zhou in return 

answered that this however was not the case.5 

Methods and Results

Prompted by this mutual correspondence, we have repeated the analysis as described by 

Harel and Zhou in their original paper.3  We also found striking results, indicating that indeed 

the claims made by Harel and Zhou may be less tenable. Our conclusion is based on the 

following observations.

First we used the corrected estimates of sensitivity and specificity by Harel and Zhou to 

recalculate the prevalence of the disease to check the plausibility of their estimates.

With D being disease status and T being the index test result one can write the probability 

of observing a positive test result as:

 (1)

By rearranging equation (1) we can write disease prevalence as a function of P(T+), sensitivity 

(sens) and specificity (spec)

 (2)

Because in the Diaphonagraphy cohort study every patient received the test under 

evaluation, the estimate of P(T+) is unbiased irrespective of partial verification and we can 

apply the estimated sensitivity and specificity of both the B&G method and the Rubin MI 

method in formula (2) to obtain an estimate of the prevalence. For the B&G method we 

obtain:

This estimate seems to be a valid and plausible value given the disease under study. But 

using the estimators of the Rubin MI method (and thus all other reported MI estimators) 

we obtain: 

+ + + + + − −

= × + ×( ) ( | ) ( ) ( | ) ( )P T P T D P D P T D P D  

( ) ( ( ) 1) / ( 1)P D P T spec sens spec+ +

= + − + −  

+

= + − + − =( ) (0.074 0.974 1) / (0.301 0.974 1) 0.175P D  

+

= + − + − = −( ) (0.074 0.862 1) / (0.714 0.862 1) 0.111P D  
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Obviously, negative disease prevalence is impossible indicating that the reported MI 

estimators for sensitivity and specificity appear to be invalid.

Secondly, we repeated the MI analysis with 10 imputed datasets (Appendix 1) using Mice,6 

in an attempt to reproduce the results by Harel and Zhou (Table 2). 

Table 2. Observed (Naive) and corrected estimates of sensitivity and specificity according to Harel and Zhou3

Correction method Sensitivity Specificity

Naive 0.788 0.800

B&G 0.292 0.973

Rubin MI 0.714 0.862

Naive: complete case analysis; B&G: Begg and Greenes correction method; Rubin MI: Rubin’s Multiple Imputation 

correction method

In contrast to Harel and Zhou, our estimates of sensitivity and specificity of the MI method 

did not differ much from the results of the B&G method. We then repeated the analysis 

using aregImpute7 (appendix 1) and the MI procedure in SAS8 (Appendix 2) and found similar 

results (Table 3).

Table 3. Replication of the observed (Naive) and corrected estimates of sensitivity and specificity 

Correction Method Sensitivity Specificity

Naive 0.788 0.800

B&G 0.292 0.973

MI mice 0.301 0.974

MI aregImpute 0.296 0.973

MI SAS 0.298 0.974

Naive: complete case analysis; B&G: Begg and Greenes correction method; MI mice: Multiple Imputation correction 
method using mice; MI aregImpute: Multiple Imputation correction method using aregImpute; MI SAS: Multiple 
imputation correction method using SAS

Prompted by these results, we explored the 10 individual imputed data sets to study the 

variability in results of sensitivity and specificity (Appendix 3) and did a remarkable finding. 

When it became clear that the range in sensitivity and specificity could not account for 

the found differences in results we calculated the mean positive predictive and negative 

predictive values from the 10 imputed data sets. Our calculated value for the positive 

predictive value (0.715) was strikingly similar to the reported value for sensitivity (0.714) 

by Harel and Zhou, whereas our calculated value for the negative predictive value (0.866) 

showed great similarity with their reported value of specificity (0.862).

Therefore, it is likely that the large difference in results between the MI and B&G reported 

by Harel and Zhou is due to a computational error. 
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Concluding remarks

In contrast to the conclusion of Harel and Zhou,3 our study shows that the Begg and Greenes 

method leads to similar results as Multiple Imputation. 

We do stress that both methods assume that the mechanism leading to missing values 

are known and observed, whereas in practice these mechanisms are not always known 

completely. We agree that Multiple Imputation may be a more flexible approach for 

incorporating various covariates that are related to missing values. Additional research 

is needed to better understand which correction methods should be preferred in various 

scenarios of missing data.
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Appendix 1. R-script Multiple Imputation, using mice and aregImpute

library(Hmisc)
library(Design)
library(foreign)       
library(mice)

#Simulating the diaphananography data used by Harel and Zhou
T  <- c(rep(1,26),rep(1,11),rep(0,7),rep(0,44),rep(1,30),rep(0, 782))
D  <- c(rep(1,26),rep(0,11),rep(1,7),rep(0,44),rep(NA,30),rep(NA,782))
ddata  <- data.frame(cbind(T, D))

#Imputation using Mice
ddataImputm <- mice(ddata,m=10)     
tm  <- complete(ddataImputm, action=”repeated”)   
sensimpm  <- specimpm <- ppvm <- npvm <- rep(NA,10) 

#Loop to calculate the sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive values and negative #predictive values in the ten 
imputed datasets 
for (i in 1:10)
{
imptm  <- table (tm[,10+i],tm[,1+i])     
sensimpm[i] <- imptm[2,2] / (imptm[2,2] + imptm[2,1])    
specimpm[i] <- imptm[1,1] / (imptm[1,1] + imptm[1,2])    
ppvm[i]  <- imptm[2,2] / (imptm[2,2] + imptm[1,2])   
npvm[i]  <- imptm[1,1] / (imptm[1,1] + imptm[2,1])    
}

#Calculating the mean sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value and negative #predictive value
sensitivitym  <- mean (sensimpm)
specificitym  <- mean(specimpm)
ppvm   <- mean(ppvm)
npvm   <- mean(npvm)

#Imputation using aregImpute
ddataImputa  <- aregImpute(~T+D, n.impute=10,data=ddata) 

# The aregComplete function to extract the imputed datasets
aregComplete  <- function (xtrans, data, impnr) 
{
using.Design  <- FALSE
used.mice  <- any(oldClass(xtrans) == “mids”)
if (used.mice)
completed.data  <- complete(xtrans, impnr)
else {
completed.data  <- data
imputed.data  <- impute.transcan(xtrans, imputation = impnr,
data = data, list.out = TRUE, pr = FALSE, check = FALSE)
completed.data[names(imputed.data)] <- imputed.data
}
completed.data
}
ta  <- matrix(NA,900,10)  
for (i in 1:10)
{
ta[,i]  <- aregComplete(ddataImputa ,ddata,i)[,2]    
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}
sensimpa <- specimpa <- ppva <- npva <- rep(NA,10) 

# Loop to calculate the sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive values and negative
# predictive values in the ten imputed datasets. 
for (i in 1:10)
{
impta  <- table (ta[,i],ddata[,1])     
sensimpa[i] <- impta[2,2] / (impta[2,2] + impta[2,1])    
specimpa[i] <- impta[1,1] / (impta[1,1] + impta[1,2])   
ppva[i]  <- impta[2,2] / (impta[2,2] + impta[1,2])   
npva[i]  <- impta[1,1] / (impta[1,1] + impta[2,1])   
}
sensitivitya  <- mean(sensimpa)
specificitya  <- mean(specimpa)
ppva   <- mean(ppva)
npva   <- mean(npva)

# Imputation results
results   <- matrix(NA, 2,4)
colnames(results) <- c(”sensitivity”,”specificity”,”ppv”,”npv”)
rownames(results)  <- c(”mice”,”aregImpute”)
results[1,1] <- sensitivitym; results[2,1] <- sensitivitya; results[1,2] <- specificitym;
results[2,2] <- specificitya; results[1,3] <- ppvm; results[2,3] <- ppva; results[1,4] <- npvm; results[2,4] <- 
npva
round(results, 3)
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Appendix 2. SAS-script Multiple Imputation

* Construct dataset: Diaphanography for breast cancer ;
data partial;
 do i=1 to 26;
  d=1; t=1; v=1; output;
 end;
 do i=1 to 7; 
  d=1; t=0; v=1; output;
 end;
 do i=1 to 44;
  d=0; t=0; v=1; output;
 end;
 do i=1 to 11;
  d=0; t=1; v=1; output;
 end;
 do i=1 to 30;
  d=.; t=1; v=0; output;
 end;
 do i=1 to 782;
  d=.; t=0; v=0; output;
 end;
run;

* Impute D outcome using only T result ;
* Imputation method: monotone logistic, 10 rounds ;

proc mi data=partial seed=1230 nimpute=10 out=impute;
 class d;
 monotone logistic(d=t / details);   
 var t d; 
run;

* Calculate sensitivity in each imputed dataset (m=10) ;
ods output binomialprop=sens_impute;
proc freq data=impute(where=(D eq 1)) order=data;
 by _imputation_;
   tables t / binomial;
run;
ods output close;

* Calculate specificity in each imputed dataset (m=10) ;
ods output binomialprop=spec_impute;
proc freq data=impute(where=(D eq 0)) order=data;
 by _imputation_;
   tables t / binomial;
run;
ods output close;

* Select sensitivity and correspoding SE of each imputed datatset in single row ; 
data sens_ana;
 set sens_impute;
 by _imputation_;
 retain sens se;
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 if first._imputation_ then do;
  sens=.; se=.;
 end;
 if name1 eq ‘_BIN_’ then sens=nvalue1;
 else if name1 eq ‘E_BIN’ then se=nvalue1;
 if last._imputation_ then output;
 keep _imputation_ sens se;
run;

* Combine estimates from imputed datasets ; 
proc mianalyze data=sens_ana;
   modeleffects sens;
   stderr se;
run;

* Select specificity and correspoding SE of each imputed datatset in single row ; 
data spec_ana;
 set spec_impute;
 by _imputation_;
 retain spec se;
 if first._imputation_ then do;
  spec=.; se=.;
 end;
 if name1 eq ‘_BIN_’ then spec=nvalue1;
 else if name1 eq ‘E_BIN’ then se=nvalue1;
 if last._imputation_ then output;
 keep _imputation_ spec se;
run;

* Combine estimates from imputed datasets ; 
proc mianalyze data=spec_ana;
   modeleffects spec;
   stderr se;
run;
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Appendix 3. Accuracy measures per imputed dataset, using mice

Imputed datasets Sensitivity Specificity
Positive 

Predictive Value

Negative

Predictive Value

Dataset 1
T=1 T=0

0.318 0.975 0.716 0.876D=1 48 103
D=0 19 730

Dataset 2
T=1 T=0

0.319 0.971 0.672 0.885D=1 45 96
D=0 22 737

Dataset 3
T=1 T=0

0.292 0.979 0.776 0.849D=1 52 126
D=0 15 707

Dataset 4
T=1 T=0

0.311 0.973 0.701 0.875D=1 47 104
D=0 20 729

Dataset 5
T=1 T=0

0.294 0.979 0.776 0.850D=1 52 125
D=0 15 708

Dataset 6
T=1 T=0

0.293 0.972 0.687 0.867D=1 46 111
D=0 21 722

Dataset 7
T=1 T=0

0.263 0.972 0.701 0.842D=1 47 132
D=0 20 701

Dataset 8
T=1 T=0

0.308 0.971 0.672 0.879D=1 45 101
D=0 22 732

Dataset 9
T=1 T=0

0.318 0.975 0.716 0.876D=1 48 103
D=0 19 730

Dataset 10
T=1 T=0

0.293 0.975 0.731 0.858D=1 49 811
D=0 18 715

Mean 0.301 0.974 0.715 0.866

D=1 if disease present; D=0 if disease not present; T=1 if positive test result; T=0 if negative test result
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Abstract

Background

A common problem in diagnostic research is that the reference standard has not been 

performed in all patients. This partial verification may lead to biased accuracy measures of 

the test under study. The authors studied the performance of multiple imputation and the 

conventional correction method proposed by Begg and Greenes under a range of different 

situations of partial verification.

Methods

In a series of simulations, using a previously published Deep Venous Thrombosis dataset 

(N=1292), the authors set the outcome of the reference standard to missing based on 

various underlying mechanisms and by varying the total number of missing values. They 

then compared the performance of the different correction methods.

Results and Conclusions

The results of the study show that when the mechanism of missing reference data is known, 

accuracy measures can easily be correctly adjusted using either the Begg and Greenes 

method, or multiple imputation. In situations where the mechanism of missing reference 

data is complex or unknown, we strongly recommend using multiple imputation methods to 

correct. These methods can easily apply for both continuous and categorical variables, are 

readily available in statistical software and give reliable estimates of the missing reference 

data.
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Introduction

In studies of diagnostic accuracy, results from one or more tests under evaluation are 

compared with the results obtained with the reference standard. These studies are a vital 

step in the evaluation of new and existing diagnostic technologies. The reference standard 

is the best available method for identifying patients as having the disease of interest. 

Measures, such as sensitivity, specificity and predictive values, express how well tests under 

evaluation are able to identify patients as having the target disease.1 

A common problem in diagnostic research is that the reference standard has not been 

carried out in all patients because of ethical, practical or other reasons. Partial verification, if 

not accounted for, is known to lead to biased accuracy estimates, described in the literature 

as partial verification bias or work-up bias.2

In clinical practice different mechanisms can lead to partial verification.3 Sometimes it is 

simply unavoidable. For example, to verify results of Positron Emission Tomography (PET) in 

staging oesophageal cancer,4 only results of patients with PET lesions suggestive of distant 

metastases can be verified by histology. Histology cannot be carried out in PET negative 

patients. Second, incomplete verification can be prespecified in the design, for example, 

for efficiency reasons. This is often the case in screening test evaluation studies, where 

disease prevalence is low.5 In these types of studies, researchers often decide to apply the 

reference standard in only a random sample of the large group of patients with a negative 

screening test result. In other studies, partial verification is not planned, and reasons are 

unclear and not documented. For example, the accuracy of dobutamine atropine stress 

echocardiography for detecting coronary artery disease can be assessed using coronary 

angiography as the reference standard. In one study,6 only a small sample of the patients 

received this reference standard because of the practitioners’ decision to refer patients to 

angiography or not, depending on history and other test results. 

One of the methods to correct for partial verification was developed by Begg and Greenes 

(B&G).7 In short, this method uses observed proportions of diseased and non-diseased 

among the verified patients to calculate the expected number of diseased and non-

diseased among non-verified patients. The two are combined to obtain a complete two-by-

two table, as if all patients had received the reference standard. (for details see Appendix 

1) This correction method requires knowledge about the reasons responsible for partial 

verification. It is disputable whether this correction method also leads to valid results when 

the reasons for partial verification are less clear-cut.

Recently Harel and Zhou8 have shown that partial verification can be considered as a missing 

data problem and that Multiple Imputation (MI) methods, the practice of ‘filling in’ missing 
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data with plausible values, can be used to correct for this bias. Their conclusion that multiple 

imputation is generally better than the existing methods with regard to alleviating the bias 

and correcting confidence interval width has been debated.9,10 Hanley et al9 stated that the 

numerical differences between the B&G method and MI found by Harel and Zhou8 were 

highly unlikely. De Groot et al10 concluded that these differences were due to a computational 

error and therefore led to spurious conclusions.

We will compare the performance of multiple imputation and the correction method of 

B&G under a range of situations of partial verification using a simulation study and examine 

under which circumstances they produce similar results and when their results differ. Based 

on our findings we will propose guidance for researchers designing and analyzing diagnostic 

accuracy studies with partial verification. 

Methods

We have used a previously published dataset, in which all patients had been verified by 

the reference standard. In a series of simulations, we deliberately set the outcome of the 

reference standard to missing based on various underlying mechanisms and by varying 

the total number of missing values, generating different partial verification patterns. We 

then compared the performance of different correction methods in each of these patterns 

of verification, in particular their ability to reduce the bias in estimates of accuracy by 

comparing it with the true value in the complete dataset.  

Empirical dataset with complete verification 

Data of a large study among adults with suspected Deep Venous Thrombosis (DVT) were 

used. For specific details of the study we refer to the literature.11 In brief, 1292 consecutive 

patients with suspected DVT were included. DVT suspicion was primarily based on the 

presence of swelling, redness, or pain in one of the legs. After informed consent, the 

physician systematically documented the patient’s history and the results of a physical 

examination. Subsequently, venous blood was drawn to measure D-dimer level. All patients 

were then referred to a hospital to undergo repeated compression ultrasonography of the 

lower extremities, which was used as the reference standard to determine the presence or 

absence of DVT. Repeated compression ultrasonography revealed DVT in 251 (19%) patients, 

of which 225 (90%) had a positive D-dimer test result.

In our series of simulations we used the complete data of 1292 research subjects (Table 1), 

to which we will refer as the original study group. 
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Table 1. Univariate Association of each Significant Diagnostic Variable with the Presence or Absence of DVT. Values 

are Percentages

Diagnostic variables DVT present DVT absent

n=251 n=1041

% %

Patient history

Gender + OC use:

Males 47.4 36.2

Females using OC 12.0 9.2

Females not using OC 40.6 54.6

Absence of leg trauma 88.0 83.3

Presence of malignancy 6.8 3.3

Recent surgery 12.7 10.1

Physical examination

Vein distention 19.5 15.5

Calf difference ≥ 3cm 62.9 34.3

Additional testing

D-dimer abnormal 
≥ 1000 ng/ml

89.6 39.5

DVT = deep venous thrombosis; n = number of patients; OC = oral contraceptive

D-dimer test results were dichotomized, labeling results as positive if they exceeded 

the 1000 ng/ml threshold. The reference test used in this study (repeated compression 

ultrasonography) was assumed to be 100% sensitive and 100% specific. The sensitivity, 

specificity and predictive values of the D-dimer test in the original study group were then 

calculated using standard methods.1;12 These accuracy measures in the original study group 

will be referred to as the “true” sensitivity, specificity and predictive values. Confidence 

intervals were calculated using the Wilson “score” method.13,14

Patterns of partial verification

We selected a range of situations in which partial verification could typically arise in practise 

(Figure 1). 

In the first pattern of missing values, the outcome of the reference standard was set to 

missing in a random subset of patients with a negative D-dimer test result. This reflects a 

common practical situation where the practitioner thinks it unnecessary to refer all subjects 

with a negative D-dimer test result to the hospital to undergo repeated compression 

ultrasonography. (Figure 1A) In this situation, the reason for practitioners to refer patients to 

the reference standard depends on a single variable known by the researcher: the D-dimer 

test result.
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Figure 1. Three Different Mechanisms for Creating Missing Reference Standard Outcomes. 

In the second partial verification pattern, the reference standard was set to missing 

depending not only on the result of the test under study but also on one other test result: 

the difference in calf circumference between the two legs. In this scenario, the practitioner 

decides that verification with compression ultrasonography is not necessary if both the 

D-dimer test result and the result of the Calf Difference test are negative (Figure 1B).

In the third pattern, the reference standard was set to missing depending on the results 

of two other test results: the absence of vein distension in the legs and the absence of 

recent surgery. This situation reflects the case that the practitioner combines several 

pieces of information to evaluate the likelihood of DVT. Practitioners will not carry out 

ultrasonography in all patients who did not undergo surgery recently and did not show signs 

of vein distension, regardless the D-dimer test result (Figure 1C). 

 Patients with suspected DVT 

Patient History 

Physical Examination 

Calf Difference 

 (≥ 3cm) 

Yes No 

Additional testing 

Reference test  

D-dimer Test  

(≥ 1000 ng/mL) 
Yes No 

Compression  

Ultrasonography 

Recent 

Surgery 

Malignancy 
Present 

Yes No 

Absence of  

Leg Trauma 
Yes Yes No No 

Use of Oral 
Contraceptive 

Gender 

 
M F 

Vein 

 Distention 

Yes Yes No No 

DVT present Missing Values DVT absent 

A Non-Referral Based on Negative D-dimer Test Result 

B Non-Referral Based on Negative D-dimer and Negative Calf Difference Test Result 

C Non-Referral Based on Negative Vein Distention and Recent Surgery Test Result 

A B C 
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For each of these three patterns, we introduced missing values for the outcome of 

the reference standard in 10% (n=129), 20% (n=258) and 30% (n=387) of all 1292 

subjects, generating 9 scenarios with missing reference standard information. Missing 

values for the outcome in 10%, 20% and 30% of all the subjects correspond to: 

 • 19.7%,39.4%, and 59.1% of the subset of patients with a negative D-dimer test  

  result (pattern A);

 • 28.2%, 56.4%, and 84.6% of the subset of patients with a negative result on both  

  the D-dimer test and the calf circumference (pattern B); and

 • 13.4%, 26.9%, and 40.3% of the subset of patients who did not undergo surgery 

   recently and did not show signs of vein distension (pattern C).

For each scenario, we generated 100 datasets, using random sampling with replacement.

Correction methods

In each dataset, we calculated the naive, complete case accuracy measures for D-dimer, as 

well as corrected accuracy measures, using both the B&G method and MI. 

1. Complete case analysis

Using this method, all nonverified cases were omitted from the analysis. For 

the remaining complete cases the accuracy measures, standard errors and 95% 

confidence intervals of the test under study were calculated in the standard way.1;12  

2. B&G correction method

This method was developed to improve the accuracy of sensitivity, specificity 

and predictive values in the case of missing data compared to the complete case 

analysis. Begg and Greenes proposed formulas7 to first inflate the numbers in the 

two-by-two table, under the assumption that within the strata of the dependent 

variables the distribution is random, and then compute the accuracy measures. 

(Appendix 1.) Their formulas to calculate appropriate standard errors were also 

used in this study.7 In our analyses, we formulated the B&G method in two different 

ways. First, only the index test under study (D-dimer) was considered as the cause 

of the missing reference data (B&G1; Appendix 1.1). Second, both the index test 

under study as well as the difference in calf circumference was considered as the 

cause of the missing reference data (B&G2; Appendix 1.2).
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3. Multiple Imputation 

In the imputation process all variables significantly associated with the reference 

standard (i.e., all variables in Table 1.) were used to compose the logistic regression 

model. The D-dimer result was included into the regression model as a dichotomous 

variable. We did not add interaction terms in the model because on clinical 

grounds we could not expect any major effect modification given the nature of the 

individual components in the model, and conform various diagnostic rules in the 

field of DVT constructed in the past decades (without interaction terms). We used 

this imputation model to create 10 imputed datasets.15 For these imputed datasets, 

D-dimer accuracy measures were calculated.1;12 The results were than combined 

using standard statistical methods in a way that reflects the extra variability due to 

missing data.15

Data analysis

In each dataset we calculated estimates, based on complete cases, and corrected estimates 

using the two approaches mentioned. We calculated the means of these estimates across 

the 100 simulations. We compared estimated sensitivities, specificities and predictive 

values of the D-dimer test and their respective 95% confidence intervals for all correction 

methods using figures and accompanying mean-square errors. All analyses were done using 

R 2.5.0 (R Foundation for Statistical Computing, www.R-project.org). The simulation scripts 

are available on request.

Results

Standard calculations of sensitivity, specificity and predictive values resulted in “true” 

accuracy measures of the original study group (Table 2). 

Table 2. True Accuracy Measures of the D-dimer Test in the Original Study Sample with Standard Errors and 95% 

Confidence Intervals. 

D-dimer Estimate SE 95% CI

Sensitivity 0.896 0.019 0.859-0.933

Specificity 0.605 0.015 0.576-0.634

Positive Predictive Value 0.354 0.019 0.317-0.391

Negative Predictive Value 0.960 0.008 0.944-0.976

SE = Standard Error; 95% CI = 95% Confidence Interval

With nonreferral based on negative D-dimer test result (Figure 2) an increasing deviation from 

the true values for sensitivity and specificity is seen with complete case analysis. Sensitivity 

is increasingly overestimated whereas specificity is underestimated. The predictive values in 

this scenario are unbiased.
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A Sensitivity                 B Specificity

       

C. Positive Predictive Value            D. Negative Predictive Value

Figure 2. Naive and Corrected Accuracy Measures after Introducing Partial Verification Depending only on the 

D-dimer Negative Test Result (Partial Verification pattern A).

In this first pattern of missing outcomes the positive predictive values are the same for 

all correction methods. The positive predictive value is calculated using only the D-dimer 

positive test results for the diseased and non-diseased. If only the outcomes with a negative 

test result for the D-dimer test are set to missing, this will not affect the positive predictive 

values.
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For the two correction methods the point estimates of the accuracy measures fluctuate 

around the true values, even if the proportion of partial verification increases. The 95% 

confidence intervals, however, become wider with more missing outcomes. 

A Sensitivity            B Specificity

C. Positive Predictive Value            D. Negative Predictive Value

Figure 3. Corrected Accuracy Measures after Introducing Partial Verification Depending on both the Negative 

D-dimer Test Result as the Negative Calf Circumference Test Result. (Partial Verification pattern B) 
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With nonreferral based on negative D-dimer and negative Calf Difference test results (Figure 

3), an increasing deviation from the true values for sensitivity and specificity is seen with 

complete case analysis. Again the values for sensitivity are increasingly overestimated 

whereas the values for specificity are underestimated. In this scenario the negative 

predictive values are also biased. 

The B&G method using only the D-dimer (B&G) hardly reduces this bias and shows results 

similar to the complete case analysis. 

The B&G method using the two relevant predictors (B&G2) and MI can both repair the bias 

as their point estimates of the accuracy measures fluctuate around the true values, even if 

the proportion of nonreferral increases. The 95% confidence intervals, however, become 

wider with an increasing number of missing outcomes, especially in the case of MI. 

Because only the reference standard outcome in patients with a negative d-dimer test are 

set to missing, positive predictive values are again not affected. 

In the third scenario, with non-referral based on negative vein distension and no previous 

surgery (Figure 4), an increasing deviation from the true values for sensitivity and specificity is 

seen with complete case analysis. The values for sensitivity are overestimated and the values 

of specificity stay underestimated. The positive predictive values are also underestimated 

whereas the negative predictive values are estimated correctly.  

The B&G method using only the D-dimer test (B&G) partly corrects the bias, because of 

the correlation between recent surgery/vein distension and the D-dimer test result. For 

the B&G method using two strong predictors (B&G2) and MI, the point estimates of the 

accuracy measures fluctuate around the true values, even if the proportion of non-referral 

increases. The 95% confidence intervals however become wider with an increasing number 

of missing outcomes.

Because the simulation of missing outcomes was in this case independent of the index 

test under study, also subjects with a D-dimer positive test results had a chance not to be 

referred to the reference test. Thus, in this scenario the positive predictive values were also 

affected.
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A Sensitivity              B Specificity

 

C Positive Predictive Value             D Negative Predictive Value

 

Figure 4. Corrected Accuracy Measures after Introducing Partial Verification Depending on the Absence of Vein 

Distension in the Legs and the Absence of Recent Surgery (Partial Verification pattern C).

In the figures of all three scenarios, the B&G2 method seems to give slightly more accurate 

95% confidence intervals than MI. To further verify this, we calculated the mean-square 

error (MSE) for every scenario of missing reference data (Table 3). 

The MSEs do indeed show that overall the B&G method performs slightly better than MI. 

The reason is that the B&G method behaves as a maximum likelihood approach for the 

missing reference data problem. If we would take an unlimited amount of imputation 

rounds, MI would approach the results of the B&G method even further, and become 

identical eventually.
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Discussion

We studied the correction for partial verification bias with two different correction methods: 

the B&G method and MI. To study how these correction methods behave in different 

patterns of partial verification, we studied three different mechanisms leading to partial 

outcome verification. 

Even if partial verification is only based on the index test result, a complete case analysis 

gives biased results, especially for sensitivity and specificity. This occurs because the pattern 

in which the missing reference test results were created was clearly a selection of the total 

study group and not a random sample. The amount of bias increases as the percentages of 

missing outcomes increases.

The predictive values are in these simulations hardly affected, because the missing 

reference test results were simulated under the assumption that within the strata of the 

dependent variables the distribution is random. In different scenarios, of course, which 

are not unlikely in reality, a complete case analysis can also bias the predictive values. The 

effects of verification bias on the positive and negative predictive values are well described 

in literature.16,17

The B&G and MI methods are both designed to correct for partial verification bias by using 

available information. In straightforward situations of missing reference standard data they 

will therefore lead to similar results. This is reflected in the results of partial verification 

patterns A and B. 

When the mechanism responsible for the missing reference standard results is less 

straightforward or unknown using MI is probably a safer approach. This method uses all 

available information of the remaining data, to give a reliable estimation of the missing 

outcomes. In theory this could also be achieved by using all variables available in the 

B&G method. In practice, however, this is laborious, because it is not readily available in 

present statistical software. Furthermore, the B&G method is less straightforward when 

variables that produce the partial verification are categorical or continuous. MI can easily 

incorporate categorical and continuous variables in its model using standard available 

software. Even if the relations between the variables are not linear. This can be solved using 

log transformations or spline functions.

Although we illustrated the methods using only one practical example of partial verification 

bias in different patterns of missing reference data, there are no reasons to believe that 

the main conclusions will not hold in other settings. However, both the B&G method and 

MI require the missing at random (MAR) assumption. This means that given the observed 
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data, the reason for missingness does not depend on other unobserved data. In settings 

where this MAR assumption is violated, methods for correcting non-ignorable verification 

bias should be considered.18 

Partial verification by design can be a very efficient data collection strategy. In that case the 

pattern of missing reference data will be known and accuracy measures can easily be correctly 

adjusted using either the B&G method, or MI. If not defined by design, partial verification 

should be avoided, as it can seriously bias the results. There are however situations where 

the mechanism of missing reference data is not known and partial verification cannot be 

avoided. In these situations, we recommend to use MI methods to correct. These methods 

are readily available in statistical software, more flexible than the B&G method, and give 

reliable estimates of the missing reference data. 
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Abstract

In studies of diagnostic accuracy, the performance of an index test is assessed by verifying 

its results against those of a reference standard. If verification of index-test results by the 

preferred reference standard can be performed only in a subset of subjects, an alternative 

reference test could be given to the remainder. The drawback of this so-called differential 

verification design is that the second reference test is often of lesser quality, or defines the 

target condition in a different way. Incorrectly treating results of the 2 reference standards 

as equivalent will lead to differential verification bias. The Bayesian methods presented in 

this paper use a single model to 1) acknowledge the different nature of the 2 reference 

standards, and 2) make simultaneous inferences about the population prevalence and the 

sensitivity, specificity, and predictive values of the index test with respect to both reference 

tests, in relation to latent disease status. We illustrate this approach using data from a study 

on the accuracy of the elbow extension test for diagnosis of elbow fractures in patients with 

elbow injury, using either radiography or follow-up as reference standards. 
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Introduction

In studies of diagnostic accuracy, performance of the (index) test under study is ideally 

determined by verifying its results against a reference standard applied to the same 

patients.1 However, verification of index tests results by the preferred reference standard 

may not be performed in all study subjects if the standard is invasive or costly, or if a study 

uses retrospectively collected or routine-care data.2,3 

Incomplete verification by the preferred reference standard can lead to bias in 2 ways.4 The 

first occurs when the analysis is limited to the subset of subjects who receive the preferred 

reference standard. This leads to partial verification bias, a common problem for which 

several solutions have been proposed.5-8 The second occurs in studies where an alternative 

reference test is given to those subjects in whom the result of the preferred reference test 

is not available. This seems logical, but bias arises when results of the alternative reference 

standard are treated as if from the preferred reference standard. The reason is because 

the 2 reference standards are often of different quality, or they define the target condition 

differently.9-11 Combining the results in a single analysis is therefore not a valid reflection of 

disease presence or absence as would be obtained if all subjects underwent the preferred 

reference standard test—thus leading to differential verification bias.12,13 

A Frequently used but conceptually wrong method to handle differential verification

(i)
Verification with

preferred reference test
(ii)

Verification with
alternative reference test

(iii)
Verification with 

either reference test

 R+ R-  S+ S-  ? + ? -

T+ a b + T+ - - = T+ a b

T- - - T- c d T- c d

T=(index) test under study; R= preferred reference standard; S= alternative reference standard

B  Numerical example Appelboam et al: total number of patients (adults only) that underwent Radiology 
or Follow Up as verification for their Elbow Extension Test result

(i)
Verification with 

Radiography
(ii)

Verification with
Follow Up

(iii)
Verification with 

either reference test

 Fracture no fracture  Fracture no fracture  ? + ? -

EET+ 311 336 + EET+ NA* NA* = EET+ 311 336

EET- 2 † 56 † EET- 3 250 EET- 5 306

† Due to protocol violations a random sample of adult patients who tested negative on EET received radiography 
* NA = Results not available and can not be estimated, because all index test positives underwent only the 

preferred reference test (radiography) and not the alternative reference method (clinical follow-up).

Figure 1. Ambiguous Method to Address Differential Verification
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Figure 1A shows the analysis commonly applied in studies of a dichotomous index test in 

which differential disease verification is used. Results of the two sets of “index test-reference 

standard” are simply combined to achieve one “overall” table. This table is then used to 

estimate the accuracy of the index test in the traditional way. 

For example, in a recent study of the elbow extension test by Appelboam et al,14 all adult 

patients who had a positive index test would undergo radiography as the preferred reference 

standard, whereas patients with a negative result were verified using a structured follow-up 

assessment. Results of the 2 reference tests were then combined (Figure 1B). 

In the presence of differential verification, only the predictive values of the index test, with 

respect to each reference standard separately, are valid and interpretable using the separate 

2-by-2 tables (tables (i) and (ii) in Figure 1A). The sensitivity and specificity obtained from 

table (iii) in Figure 1A, are incorrect and perhaps even meaningless, as we will demonstrate. 

Another widely recognized problem in diagnostic studies is that the reference standard is 

seldom perfect.15,16 In most studies that use a differential verification design, at least the 

alternative reference is not perfect with respect to the defined target condition. Ignoring 

the imperfect nature of a reference test leads to biased estimates of test accuracy due to 

reference standard bias.17,18  A number of recent papers have described a Bayesian approach 

for correcting for partial verification bias alone19,20 or together with reference standard 

bias.10 In addition to allowing for a more realistic model, the Bayesian approach can deal 

with nonidentifiability.21 

In this study, we propose a Bayesian model to simultaneously adjust for both differential 

verification bias and the imperfect nature of one or both reference standards. The model 

assumes that the index test, as well as both reference standards, measure a common latent 

variable (ie, the theoretically defined disease status).22,23 In its most general form, the model 

allows for estimation of predictive values, sensitivity, and specificity of the index test, as 

well as both reference standards, with respect to the latent disease status. It also allows for 

the estimation of accuracy of the index test with respect to each reference standard. First, 

we will explain the model and illustrate its performance with simulated data in 2 frequently 

encountered scenarios of differential verification. We then illustrate its application to a real-

life problem. 
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The model

A diagnostic study with differential verification is assumed to comprise 3 stages: Stage 

I, where results of the index test are collected on all study subjects; Stage II, where it is 

determined (by physicians or researchers) which reference test is used to verify disease 

status; and Stage III, where the results of the selected reference standard are collected.

Let T denote the index test. Let T1 and T0 be the observed number of positive and negative 

index test results, respectively, in the sample of T1 + T0 = N subjects. 

Table 1. Design of a Diagnostic Accuracy Study Using Differential Verification

Stage of Study T=1 T=0

Stage I T1 T0

Stage II Probability of Verification on R vR1T1 vR0 T0

Probability of Verification on S (1- vR1) T1 (1- vR0) T0

Stage III R=1 R11 R01

R=0 R10 R00

S=1 S11 S01

S=0 S10 S00

T=(index)Test; R=preferred reference test; S=Alternative reference test; vR1=proportion of index test positives 
verified using the preferred reference test; vR0=proportion of index test negatives verified using the preferred 
reference test

Table 1 illustrates how the Tj subjects, j=0, 1, can be subdivided into Rj1 and Rj0 who tested 

positive or negative on the preferred reference test R, and Sj1 and Sj0 who tested positive 

or negative on the alternative reference test S, so that Rj1 + Rj0 + Sj1 + Sj0 = Tj. Let vRj be the 

probability that subjects with index test result j were verified by the preferred reference 

test R within group Tj, j=0,1. For simplicity, we assume the probability of verification by R 

or S depends only on the subject’s result on the index test. Finally, let D denote the (latent) 

disease status taking values 1 (positive) or 0 (negative) that is the target condition for both 

the index test and both reference tests.

We used a Bayesian approach to estimate the unknown parameters in the model. The 

information from the observed data is summarized into a likelihood function. Any information 

on the unknown model parameters prior to data collection is summarized in terms of their 

joint prior probability distribution. The prior distribution is updated with the likelihood using 

Bayes’ theorem to obtain a joint posterior distribution for the parameters. We first describe 

the contribution to the likelihood function by each stage of the study.
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Stage I

The probabilities of testing positive or negative on the index test T are a function of the 

prevalence of the target condition (π), and the sensitivity (sT) and specificity (cT) of index 

test T: 

The likelihood contribution of the first stage is the probability of observing T1 positive results 

on T:

Stage II

The contribution to the likelihood from stage II is the product of 2 independent binomial 

distributions corresponding to the probability of verification by the preferred reference 

standard within the 2 groups T=1 and T=0:

Stage III

In Stage III, we estimate the predictive values of the index test with respect to each reference 

standard. We assume T is conditionally independent of both reference tests, given the true 

disease status. The predictive values can then be expressed as functions of the prevalence 

and the sensitivity and specificity of the index and reference tests. 

For reference standard R, we have,10

Similarly,

 

where sR and cR are the sensitivity and specificity of the preferred reference standard with 

respect to the latent true disease status, D.

= = = = = + = = =( 1) ( 1) ( 1| 1) ( 0) ( 1| 0)P T P D P T D P D P T D  
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In the particular case when the preferred reference test is considered perfect (ie, sR = cR = 

1), these expressions reduce to:

     and  

We can derive similar expressions for reference standard S.

The contribution to the likelihood of this stage is the product of 4 independent binomial 

density functions, each corresponding to the probability of a positive result on a reference 

test conditional on the index test:

Model identifiability

There are 9 unknown parameters – sensitivities and specificities of each of the 3 tests, 

prevalence and verification probabilities. However, there are only 7 degrees of freedom—1 

from Stage I, 2 from Stage II and 4 from Stage III. To solve this nonidentifiable10;21 problem, 

we need to provide informative prior distributions for at least 9-7 = 2 of the parameters. To 

be precise, we need to provide informative prior distributions on any 2 parameters involved 

in Stages I and III (π, sT, cT, sR or cR). The 2 verification probabilities do not affect these 

parameters and may be estimated with low-information prior distributions. In the case 

when the preferred reference standard is considered perfect (sR = cR = 1), the number of 

unknown parameters is 7 and the model is identifiable.

Prior distributions

Following others, we used independent Beta (α,β) prior distributions for each unknown 

parameter because they cover the [0,1] range and have a flexible shape, making it easy to 

match the density to prior information.21 To determine the values of α and β for a parameter 

about which substantive prior knowledge is available (eg, sensitivity or specificity of the 

preferred reference test), we need information on any 2 features of the distribution, eg, 

mean and standard deviation.21 For both simulations and the real-life application, we 

elicited prior information on sensitivity and specificity parameters in the form of a range of 

plausible values. Parameters of the corresponding Beta prior distributions were determined 

by assuming that the middle point of the range was equal to the prior mean (μ) and one 

quarter of the range was equal to the prior standard deviation (σ).  
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Based on these assumptions, we determined α and β as follows: 

     and  

It is realistic to assume that there is prior information available about the sensitivity and 

specificity of the reference tests R and S. The fact that they are used as reference tests 

indicates that their properties with regard to the target condition are at least approximately 

known from past experience, or by comparison with more accurate disease-detection 

methods (such as autopsy). Regarding the index test, T, one typically would want to apply 

low-information prior distributions on sT and cT, so as to limit the incorporation of any 

subjective prior opinions about the main parameters of interest. Therefore, we used the 

uniform Beta (α = 1, β = 1) distribution.

Estimation of the posterior distribution

The data are combined through the likelihood function with the prior distribution to derive 

posterior distributions using Bayes’ theorem.21 We base our posterior inferences on samples 

from the joint posterior distribution obtained using the WinBUGS software program 

(eAppendix, http://links.lww.com/EDE/A446). For each application in this paper we ran 5 

chains with different starting values. Each chain had a total of 20,000 iterations, of which 

we dropped the first 2,000 to allow for a burn-in period. Convergence of the Markov Chain 

Monte Carlo sampling was checked using the Gelman-Rubin statistic.24 Summary statistics 

(median, 2.5% and 97.5% quantiles) of parameters of interest were then estimated.

Two simulated Examples

We use simulated data to describe 2 prototypical differential-verification designs. The 2 

designs differ in terms of disease verification strategy. Parameter values used to simulate 

the scenarios are summarized in Table 2.

In design 1, all subjects who test positive on the index test are verified with preferred 

reference test R, while all who test negative are—usually by design—verified with reference 

test S (Table 3, top).
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σ
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Table 2. True Parameter Values for the Two Simulated Designs with Different Strategies of Differential Verification

Design 1 Design 2

 
Sensitivity

with respect to D*
Specificity

with respect to D*
Sensitivity

with respect to D*
Specificity

with respect to D*

T 0.7 0.7 T 0.7 0.7

R 0.95 0.95 R 0.95 0.95

S 0.85 0.85 S 0.85 0.85

π 0.2 π 0.2

vR1 1 vR1 0.7

vR0 0 vR0 0.3

* True sensitivities and specificities with respect to the disease status (D).
D= True Disease status; T= Index Test; R=preferred Reference test; S=Alternative reference test; π= disease 
prevalence; vR1=proportion of index test positives verified using the preferred reference test; vR0=proportion of 
index test negatives verified using the preferred reference test.

In design 2, a large proportion of the index test positives (70%) and a small proportion of 

the test negatives (30%) will be verified by the preferred reference test R (Table 3, bottom), 

while the remainder are verified with S. This design is often encountered when disease 

verification is less strictly designed, ie, when performing the preferred or second reference 

test is not according to a protocol.2;13

Table 3. Simulated data sets from two differential verification designs

a. Data from Differential Verification Design 1 b. Data from Differential Verification Design 2

Stage of Study  T=1 T=0 Stage of Study  T=1 T=0

Stage I 304 496 Stage I 304 496

Stage II
Probability of 
Verification on R

1 0 Stage II
Probability of 
Verification on R

0.7 0.3

Probability of 
Verification on S

0 1
Probability of 
Verification on S

0.3 0.7

Stage III R=1 116 0 Stage III R=1 81 20

R=0 188 0 R=0 132 128

S=1 0 108 S=1 37 76

 S=0 0 388  S=0 54 272

T=(index)Test; R=preferred reference test; S=Alternative reference test
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The purpose of these simulations is to illustrate the bias that may arise when ignoring 

differential verification, and also to show that our method will generally result in posterior 

credible intervals that capture the true value of the parameters when the informative prior 

distributions are correctly specified. 

Analysis of the two simulated data sets

We compare the results from the analysis of these data with our model to results from 

separate cross-tabulations of T versus R and T versus S simply added together, as described 

in Figure 1. 

We used Beta (71.25, 3.75) prior distributions for both sR and cR, corresponding to a density 

centered at 0.95 and a range of 0.90 – 1.00. For the sensitivity and specificity of S, we used 

Beta (172.55, 30.45), corresponding to a density centered at 0.85 and a range of 0.80 – 

0.90.21 We used low-information priors (Beta(1, 1)) for sT, cT π, vR1 and vR0. 

Results from differential verification design 1

Results for differential-verification design 1 are summarized in Table 4. The Bayesian model 

provided median estimates close to the true values for all accuracy measures of the index 

test (Table 2). In addition to the results in Table 4, the model also provides estimates for sR 

(0.95 [95% credible interval (CI) = 0.89 – 0.99]) and cR (0.95 [0.89 – 0.99]) of the preferred 

reference test R with respect to the true disease status, as well as the sensitivity (0.85 [0.80 

– 0.90]) and specificity (0.85 [0.80 – 0.89]) of the second reference test S. The estimated 

prevalence of the (latent) disease status was correctly estimated at 0.20 ([0.14 – 0.25]). 

For the naive analysis, the 116+108 subjects who tested positive on either of the reference 

tests are considered true positives. Similarly, the 188+388 subjects who were negative on 

either reference test are considered true negatives. The resulting estimates of sensitivity 

and specificity and predictive values of the index test are thus measured with respect to 

neither R nor S. Neither the true value of the sensitivity of T with respect to D nor with 

respect to R is captured within the credible interval for the sensitivity of T, based on the 

naive analysis (0.52 [0.45 – 0.58]). For this particular design, only the positive predictive 

value with respect to R and the negative predictive value with respect to S can be obtained 

without bias from the combined table. 

The small number of patients verified in this example results in a considerably smaller Stage 

III sample compared with the Stage I sample. Therefore, the Bayesian estimates of sensitivity 

and specificity become less precise. These wide(r) credible intervals suggest that this type of 

design would require a large sample size to obtain a meaningful precision.
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Table 4. Summary of Results of Analyses of Simulated Data from Differential Verification Design 1

 Sensitivity (CI) Specificity (CI) PPV (CI) NPV (CI)

Accuracy measures T wrt D

Truth 0.70 0.70 0.37 0.90

Bayesian Approach 0.73 (0.57,0.94) 0.70 (0.66,0.74) 0.37 (0.30,0.43) 0.91 (0.83,0.98)

Accuracy measures T wrt R

Truth 0.63 0.69 0.38 0.86

Bayesian Approach 0.64 (0.50,0.82) 0.7 (0.65,0.74) 0.38 (0.33,0.43) 0.87 (0.79,0.95)

Analysis (seperate tables) NA NA 0.38 (0.33,0.44) NA

Accuracy measures T wrt S

Truth 0.53 0.68 0.41 0.78

Bayesian Approach 0.54 (0.48,0.60) 0.68 (0.64,0.72) 0.41 (0.35,0.47) 0.78 (0.75,0.82)

Analysis (seperate tables) NA NA NA 0.78 (0.74,0.82)

Accuracy measures T wrt ?

Combining 2 tables 0.52 (0.45,0.58) 0.67 (0.63,0.71) 0.38 (0.33,0.44) 0.78 (0.74,0.82)

*Posterior median and 95% credible intervals; T=(index)Test; D=(latent) Disease status; R=(preferred) Reference 
test; S=Alternative reference test; PPV=Positive Predictive Value; NPV=Negative Predictive Value; wrt=with respect 
to; CI: Credible interval

Results from differential verification design 2

Results for differential verification design 2 are summarized in Table 5. The Bayesian model 

again provides good estimates for all accuracy measures. The model also provides estimates 

for sR (0.95 [0.89 – 0.99]) and cR (0.95 [0.90 – 0.99]), the sensitivity (0.85 [0.80 – 0.90]) and 

specificity (0.85 [0.81 – 0.89]) of the second reference test S with respect to the true disease 

status, and π (0.20 [0.14 – 0.25]). We carried out a naive analysis comparing T to the result of 

either reference standard combined, as well as a separate analysis of the tables comparing 

T to R or S. Once again, the sensitivity estimate from the naive analysis (0.55 [0.48 – 0.62]) 

is biased, with its 95% credible interval capturing neither the true value of sT nor sR. Notice 

that when combining the tables under design 2, even the predictive values with respect to 

R and S become biased. However, the predictive values of T with respect to R and S are both 

appropriately estimated when using the data in separate tables of T vs. R and T vs. S. 
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Table 5. Summary of Results of Different Analyses Based on Simulated Data from Differential Verification Design 2

 Sensitivity (CI) Specificity (CI) PPV (CI) NPV (CI)

Accuracy measures T wrt D

Truth 0.70 0.70 0.37 0.90

Bayesian Approach 0.71 (0.58,0.86) 0.70 (0.66,0.74) 0.37 (0.30,0.45) 0.90 (0.84,0.97)

Accuracy measures T wrt R

Truth 0.63 0.69 0.38 0.86

Bayesian Approach 0.63 (0.54,0.73) 0.70 (0.66,0.73) 0.38 (0.32,0.44) 0.86 (0.82,0.91)

Analysis (seperate tables) 0.80 (0.71,0.87) 0.49 (0.43,0.56) 0.38 (0.32,0.45) 0.86 (0.80,0.91)

Accuracy measures T wrt S

Truth 0.53 0.68 0.41 0.78

Bayesian Approach 0.53 (0.47,0.59) 0.68 (0.65,0.72) 0.41 (0.36,0.46) 0.78 (0.74,0.82)

Analysis (seperate tables) 0.33 (0.24,0.42) 0.83 (0.79,0.87) 0.41 (0.31,0.52) 0.78 (0.74,0.82)

Accuracy measures T wrt ?

Combining 2 tables 0.55 (0.48,0.62) 0.68 (0.64,0.72) 0.39 (0.33,0.45) 0.81 (0.77,0.84)

T=(index)Test; D=(latent) Disease status; R=(preferred) Reference test; S=Alternative reference test; PPV=Positive 
Predictive Value; NPV=Negative Predictive Value; wrt=with respect to

Application to a real life problem

In the recent study by Appelboam et al14 on the elbow extension test to rule out elbow 

fracture in adults (and children), a differential verification design was used. Their preferred 

reference test to verify whether patients had an elbow fracture was radiography. For unstated 

reasons (most likely costs or radiation reduction), they planned to perform radiography only 

in patients with a positive elbow extension test. 

However, due to protocol violations, a small subset of patients with a negative elbow 

extension test also received radiography. The protocol violations occurred mostly when 

temporary staff misunderstood or were unaware of the protocol, suggesting that this was 

most likely a random subset of negative-test patients. All remaining negative-test patients 

who did not undergo radiography received a structured follow-up assessment (the alternative 

reference test) by telephone to verify whether indeed elbow fracture was absent. Patients 

who met any of the prespecified recall criteria were asked to return for radiography. Those 

not requiring recall were assumed not to have an elbow fracture. The resulting data (for 

adults) were shown in Figure 1B.
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In consultation with experts in orthopedics and radiology, and after reviewing the 

literature,25,26 we determined the range of sensitivity and specificity for both reference tests 

with respect to the defined target condition (i.e., all elbow fractures) (Table 6.). Radiography 

is believed to have both high sensitivity and high specificity, while follow-up is believed to 

have slightly better sensitivity but much worse specificity. 

Table 6. Plausible Ranges for sensitivity and specificity of the reference tests and corresponding coefficients of the 

Beta Prior Densities Used to Analyze the Data from the Elbow Fracture Study

 Radiography  Structured follow up 

Range (%)
Beta coefficients

Range (%)
Beta coefficients

α β α β

Sensitivity 90-100 71.3 3.8  95-100 151.1 3.9

Specificity 95-100 151.1 3.9  40-60 49.5 49.5

Although the opinions of experts are unlikely to be polarized with regard to the accuracy 

of the 2 reference tests, there may be a debate on the form of the prior distribution. We 

therefore carried out a sensitivity analysis using a uniform prior distribution over the same 

range of values to see to what degree the priors affect our results. As it happens, the results 

did not change greatly. 

Appelboam et al14 reported overall estimates of accuracy of the elbow extension test, 

ignoring the use of different reference standards. These were interpreted as estimates of 

accuracy with respect to radiography. Though both radiography and structured follow-up 

are useful verification methods, their results are not interchangeable, as discussed earlier in 

the text. We assume both are imperfect measures of the latent variable “all elbow fractures.”

We used our model to estimate accuracy of the elbow extension test with respect to 

radiography and structured follow-up separately. Because this is a typical situation where the 

proportion of verified subjects (vR1 and vR0) are not predetermined fixed numbers, we did 

not use fixed numbers; instead, distributions as defined in the formula in the model section 

under Stage II. By adjusting for the imperfect sensitivity and specificity of the reference 

standards, we also estimate the accuracy of the index test with respect to the latent target 

condition. Informative Beta prior distributions over the sensitivity and specificity of the 

reference tests were determined using the ranges in Table 6. The results of the Bayesian 

estimation in the form of posterior medians and 95% credible intervals appear in Table 7.
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Table 7. Accuracy Measures of the Elbow Extension Test to Diagnose Elbow Fracture (Adults)

Method
Sensitivity (CI)

Elbow 
Extension Test

Specificity (CI)
Elbow 

Extension Test

NPV(CI)
Elbow 

Extension Test

PPV (CI)
Elbow 

Extension Test

Appleboam et al

 Uncorrected accuracy 98.4 

(96.3, 99.5)

47.7 

(43.7, 51.6)

98.4 

(96.3, 99.5)

48.1

(44.2, 52.0) with respect to combined reference test

Using the Bayesian model

 corrected accuracy 99.6 

(98.4, 100.0)

48.6 

(44.5, 52.9)

99.5 

(98.4, 100.0)

49.2 

(44.3, 54.6) with respect to (latent) target condition

 corrected accuracy 97.0 

(94.5, 98.8)

47.4 (43.5, 

51.3)

96.9 (94.3, 

98.8)

48.0 

(44.2, 51.9) with respect to radiography

 corrected accuracy 88.3 

(85.5, 90.9)

47.9 

(43.8, 52.2)

84.7 

(80.8, 88.3)

55.5 

(50.8, 60.5) with respect to follow up

NPV = Negative Predictive Value; PPV = Positive Predictive Value; CI = 95% Credible Interval

We can see that the accuracy measures differed greatly with respect to each reference 

standard. This is due partly to the fact that the population who undergoes the preferred 

reference standard will be at higher risk for having the disease than the population who 

undergoes the alternative reference standard, because selection is based on one or more 

diagnostic test results. This underlines the importance of reporting clearly the theoretical or 

clinical reference standard on which the accuracy of an index test is based.

As is commonly done, Appelboam et al14 interpreted the combination of the 2 reference 

standards as 1 gold standard (Figure 1) and calculated the accuracy measures of the elbow 

extension test accordingly. This resulted in relatively higher sensitivity (98; 95% CI = 96 – 100) 

and negative predictive value (98 [96-100]), as compared with those based on radiography 

(sensitivity = 97 [95 – 99]; negative predictive value = 97 [94 – 99]) and follow-up (88 [86 

– 91] and 85 [81 – 88]). These adjusted measures of the reference test are, in our view, of 

more clinical relevance than the overall measures. 

The model also produced accuracy values with respect to the (latent) true disease status. In 

this example, the elbow extension test had extremely high sensitivity (99.7 [98.4 – 100]) and 

negative predictive value (99.8 [98.7 – 100]) with respect to the defined “latent” disease 

status of all elbow fractures. 

In addition, the model provided estimates for the sensitivity (95 [89 – 99]) and specificity 

(97 [95 – 99]) of radiography (with respect to the (latent) target condition), as well as the 

sensitivity (98 [95 – 99]) and specificity (87 [84 – 90]) of the follow-up. The estimated 

prevalence was 30% (95% CI = 27 – 34). 
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Discussion 

We have presented a Bayesian approach for simultaneously adjusting for differential-

verification bias and multiple imperfect reference standards, in diagnostic studies aimed at 

estimating the predictive values, sensitivity, and specificity of a single index test. 

The model produces accuracy measures with respect to both the (latent) disease status and 

the separate reference standards. The former can be considered as a more general measure 

of performance of the index test with respect to a theoretically-defined disease status, 

in case none of the reference standards is “perfect.” The index tests’ accuracy measures 

per reference standard, may, however, be considered of greater clinical relevance. These 

measures reflect the accuracy against the reference tests that are performed in clinical 

practice, on which further patient management decisions will be based.

Related to this, various reference standards commonly differ in their definition of the 

target condition. For example, in patients suspected of appendicitis, one may have data 

on histopathology of the appendix or on clinical follow-up. Histopathology seems to be 

the preferred reference test because it reveals even the smallest amount of inflamed cells. 

However, in clinical practice, the more interesting information is not whether the patient 

has inflamed cells, but whether the patient recovers without intervention. This would make 

follow-up the clinically preferred reference. Even though it would not be feasible (and 

indeed would be unethical) to rely on follow-up in every patient, this example shows that 

different reference tests can address slightly different target conditions. In this case, and 

more generally in the absence of a single reference standard (eg, for testing heart failure, 

Alzheimer disease, or diabetes), a precise definition of the disease or latent (disease) class 

is of utmost importance.

We made some simplifying assumptions to facilitate a clear presentation. We assumed that 

the probability of verification by reference test R or S depends only on the results of the 

index test. We are aware that in clinical practice a test is always judged in the context of 

other information.27,28 Our method, however, can be extended to study the accuracy of a 

multivariable model to allow the probability of verification by R or S to depend on more 

information than T alone. Another assumption that may be questioned is the conditional 

independence between the index test and each reference standard. Once again, we are 

aware that this may affect our estimates.29,30 The models, however, can be extended to 

incorporate conditional dependence. Proper discussion of these 2 extensions would merit 

a separate article with extensive simulations. Such additional simulations would also 

give more insight into what factors (eg, prevalence and correlation between index test 

and alternative reference test) have influence on the direction and the magnitude of the 

differential verification bias. 
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The important message is to avoid verification bias in diagnostic studies by verifying as 

many patients as possible with the preferred reference standard. Complete verification 

may not be possible for various reasons, such as patient burden and costs.2 In situations 

where verification by the preferred reference standard is impossible or unethical in specific 

groups, verification by a different reference standard can be considered. Overall accuracy 

estimates that ignore the use of different reference standards are difficult to interpret, and 

results should be reported separately for each reference standard to provide informative 

and unbiased measures of accuracy. To evaluate the index test with regard to the true target 

condition of interest, one should also correct for possible imperfection of the reference 

standards used. The method we present may help researchers make unbiased inferences 

about a variety of index test characteristics in the presence of differential verification.
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Introduction

In studies of diagnostic accuracy, the results of one or more tests under evaluation are 

compared with the results of a reference standard, both measured in subjects who are 

suspected of having the condition of interest. This reference standard is considered to be 

the best available method for establishing the presence or absence of the condition of 

interest. 1-4 However, for several target conditions there is no generally accepted reference 

standard available. Heart failure, depression and migraine are common clinical examples of 

conditions without a proper reference standard. 

The validity of diagnostic accuracy studies directly depends on the quality of the reference 

standard procedure. If making accurate clinical diagnosis is challenging because of the 

absence of a single proper reference standard, clinicians often determine the presence or 

absence of the target condition in each patient based on multiple sources of information. 

These sources can include general patient characteristics, signs and symptoms from history 

and physical examination, and other rest results.4

It is well known that there can be substantial variation in the use of tests and subsequent 

treatment decisions between physicians when dealing with patients presenting with similar 

symptoms.5  With the limitations of individual clinician diagnoses in mind, research studies 

often use the consensus coming from a panel of several clinical experts. Such a panel may 

achieve greater diagnostic reliability, accuracy, and certainty than an individual expert.6 

Although this seems a clinically appealing approach, it is questionable whether this is the 

most optimal solutions, as such classifications can vary with the quality and background of 

experts, presence of powerful personalities, overestimation of certain test results etc.4 

Similar to clinicians combining several diagnostic test results to determine the presence or 

the absence of the target condition in a patient, one can also use mathematical modelling 

to determine disease status. This is called a latent class analysis and is based on the idea 

that observed variables are jointly determined by an underlying, unobserved (latent) target 

condition. In diagnostic accuracy studies the true disease status can be considered as a 

dichotomous latent variable with two categories, ‘disease present’ and ‘disease absent’. 

Within a group of individuals with unknown disease status, for whom at least three 

independent diagnostic test results are available, both disease prevalence and sensitivity 

and specificity of all tests can be estimated from the pattern of diagnostic tests results using 

latent class analysis.7-9

A latent class analysis is a statistically sound and flexible approach. A major potential benefit 

is that it is more objective than a panel diagnosis as it is examining the strength of statistical 
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relationships among variables without preference for a specific test.1 However, since disease 

is defined in statistical terms clinicians can feel uncomfortable what the results stand for. 

In this study we introduce the idea to directly compare the two different verification strategies 

and discuss the possible origin of observes differences. We illustrate the application of 

both methods using the data from a heart failure study. The results of this case study may 

generate further ideas for analysing and designing studies to critically compare different 

solutions for diagnostic accuracy studies with verification problems. 

Methods

To illustrate the use of consensus panel diagnosis and latent class analysis in a diagnostic 

accuracy study without a proper reference standard, we use data from a study in patients 

suspected for heart failure. 

Table 1. Characteristics of patients suspected for heart failure. Heart failure as classified as present or absent based 

on a consensus panel diagnosis.

 all
heart failure

(based on panel diagnosis)

  yes no
 n=721 n=207 n=514
 n % n % n %

female gender 466 64.6 125 60.4 341 66.3

mean age in years (sd) 70.7 (11.8) 75.5 9.7 68.8 12.1

medical history

- MI, CABG or PTCA 48 6.7 26 12.6 22 4.3

physical examination

- mean systolic blood pressure (sd) 156.0 (26.7) 153.8 30.0 157.0 25.3

- mean diastolic blood pressure (sd) 87.0 (13.2) 86.5 15.0 87.1 12.4

- mean pulse (sd) 77.2 (14.8) 82.5 16.8 75.1 13.3

- wheezing or rhonchi 58 8.0 15 7.3 43 8.4

- irregular pulse 72 10.0 51 24.6 21 4.1

- displaced apex beat 70 9.7 51 24.6 19 2.6

- heart murmer suggesting mitral regurgitation 77 10.7 46 22.2 31 6.0

- elevated jugular venous pressure 56 7.8 37 17.9 19 3.7

ECG

- ‘abnormal’ ECG 536 74.3 192 92.8 344 66.9

Spirometry

- Predicted percentage vital capacity (sd) 97.4 (20.3) 89.3 21.9 100.5 18.7

BNP

- mean log NT-proBNP (sd) 3.40 (1.7) 4.85 1.86 2.84 1.28

sd= standard deviation; MI=Myocardial Infarction; CABG=Coronary Artery Bypass Graft; PTCA=Percutaneous 
Transluminal Coronary Angioplasty; ECG=ElectroCardioGram; BNP= B-type Natriuretic Peptide; NT-proBNP= 
N-terminal proBNP.
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In this study, 721 patients suspected for heart failure by their general practitioner were 

included. All underwent a standardized diagnostic work-up. A selection of the most 

important baseline characteristics is shown in Table 1.

To avoid the problem of missing values in the panel and latent class analysis, we excluded 

those patients with missing values on one of the three variables used in the latent class 

model (n=67) as this will not harm the illustrative goals of this example. 

Panel Diagnosis

Since there is no universally accepted single reference standard available for heart failure, 

the researchers, in accordance with earlier studies,10-13 used a consensus panel diagnosis 

to decide on the presence or absence of the target condition. Each panel consisted of a 

cardiologist, a pulmonologist, and the principal investigator, who is a general practitioner 

working in an outpatient heart failure clinic. In all there were 12 meetings in which the 

cardiologist or pulmonologist could vary, but the principal investigator was present in every 

panel. A panel evaluated all the available diagnostic test results including a 6 months follow-

up period from each patient and classified each patient as heart failure present or absent 

using the criteria outlined by the European Society of Cardiology.14 

Latent Class model 

To make a comparison between the results of a latent class model and the consensus panel 

decision, we set up a latent class model using three relevant clinical patient characteristics:

- Medical history: whether or not the patient had either a previous myocardial 

infarction (MI) or underwent Coronary Artery Bypass Grafting (CABG) or 

Percutaneous Transluminal Coronary Angioplasty (PTCA);

- Physical examination: whether or not there was a displaced apex beat present;

- Extra testing: whether or not the NT-proBNP measurement was abnormal.

In order to compose a simple latent class model with solely dichotomous tests, we 

dichotomized the NTproBNP data using age-specific standard reference values for NT-

proBNP in adults (Table 2; source: Labo Medical Analysis).

Table 2. Normal values for NT-proBNP in adults by age (source: Labo Medical Analysis)

Age (years) Males Females

<50 < 88 pg/mL < 153 pg/mL

50-65 < 227 pg/mL < 334 pg/mL
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To estimate the parameters of our latent model we used the BayesLatentClassModels 

(BCLM) program.15 BCLM is a specialised software package that can fit latent class models 

to estimate the properties of each diagnostic tests, i.e. sensitivity and specificity, along 

with disease prevalence. It uses a Bayesian approach that allows prior information on 

the prevalence, sensitivities or specificities to be incorporated in the analysis. This can be 

helpful when the problem is non-identifiable.8;16;17 For more details regarding the statistical 

methods implemented by BLCM we refer to the literature.8;18 

We examined three different outcome measures to compare the two verification strategies. 

The first outcome we compared is the estimate of the prevalence of heart failure coming 

from the consensus panel and the latent class model. 

The second outcome is the estimates of accuracy from individual tests. Since the three 

tests being used in the latent class model - previous MI, CABG or PTCA, Displaced Apex 

Beat, positive NT-proBNP result - are also used by the panel to predict heart failure, we can 

calculate the sensitivity and specificity of all three tests with regard to the panel diagnosis 

and to the latent class model.

Perhaps the most clinically relevant comparison between the consensus panel and the latent 

class approach is the difference in classification of patients on an individual level i.e. in how 

many patients do the two methods disagree whether heart failure is present or absent. To 

make such a comparison we need to define an explicit threshold for the latent class results. 

Where the consensus panel simply decides on heart failure present or absent, the latent 

class model generates probability estimates of heart failure being present given a specific 

pattern of test results. After setting a threshold for the probability above which we assume 

that heart failure is present, we can classify each patient as having heart failure or not. Here, 

we applied a threshold of 0.5 on the probability of having heart failure being present. This 

means that every patient with a combination of test results corresponding to a probability 

of more than 0.5 in the latent class model will be considered as having heart failure. Every 

patient with a probability below 0.5 will be classified as a patient without heart failure. We 

then compose a two by two table with the agreements and disagreements in final diagnoses 

coming from consensus panel and latent class approach.

Results

Prevalence

A final diagnosis of heart failure was made by the consensus panel in 207 patients 

corresponding to a prevalence of 0.29. The estimate of prevalence based on the latent class 

model was very similar with a value of 0.28 (Table3).
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Table 3. Univariable estimates (95% confidence intervals) of accuracy measures of the 3 different diagnostic tests 

with respect to both the panel and the latent class diagnosis. 

Accuracy based on panel diagnosis Accuracy based on latent class model

Accuracy 
measures

MI/CABG/
PTCA

Displaced
Apex Beat

Abnormal
NT-proBNP

MI/CABG/
PCTA

Displaced 
Apex Beat

Abnormal
NT-proBNP

Sensitivity
0.13

(0.09-0.18)
0.25

(0.19-0.31)
0.37

(0.30-0.44)
0.13

(0.07-0.22)
0.30

(0.21-0.56)
0.44

(0.30-0.82)

Specificity
0.96

(0.94-0.97)
0.96

(0.94-0.98)
0.96

(0.94-0.97)
0.96

(0.93-1.00)
0.99

(0.94-1.00)
0.99

(0.92-1.00)

Prevalence 
heart failure 

0.29 (0.25-0.32) 0.28 (0.10-0.42)

MI=Myocardial Infarction; CABG=Coronary Artery Bypass Graft; PTCA=Percutaneous Transluminal Coronary 

Angioplasty; BNP= B-type Natriuretic Peptide; NT-proBNP= N-terminal proBNP.

Univariable estimates of test accuracy 

Similar to prevalence, the point estimates of the sensitivities and specificities of both methods 

were highly comparable. The 95% credible intervals using the latent class model are wider 

than the 95% confidence intervals based on the panel diagnosis approach (Table 3). One 

reason is that the confidence interval accompanying the panel diagnosis only represents 

binomial uncertainty, whereas the credible interval represents binomial uncertainty and 

additional uncertainty around the parameters in the model.

Panel versus latent class diagnosis at the patient level

The 2x2 table in Table 4 compares the final classification in each patient from consensus 

panel and the latent class model. In 522 patients (79.8%) there is agreement in the diagnoses 

of patients from he consensus panel and latent class analysis. However, 96 patients that are 

diagnosed with heart failure by the consensus panel were not classified as such by the latent 

class model, and 36 patients diagnosed with heart failure by the latent class analysis did not 

receive this diagnosis by the consensus panel. 

Table 4. Agreements and disagreement in final diagnoses coming from consensus panel and latent class analysis 

Latent class analysis

Heart failure present Heart failure absent

Consensus panel

Heart failure present 88 96

Heart failure absent 36 434
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Discussion

In this case study we introduced the idea of a head-tot-head comparison between two 

different methods to deal with diagnostic accuracy studies in the absence of a proper 

reference standard. The choice between a consensus panel or a latent class model is a 

difficult one because both approaches have their merits and pitfalls. Whereas clinical 

researchers tend to go for the more clinically appealing approach of a consensus panel, 

statisticians might opt for the more objective and therefore less time or place dependent 

latent class analysis. More extensive clinical or simulation studies comparing these two 

verification strategies will enable researchers to better understand when the performances 

of both methods will differ and when differences will be small. Such studies will enable us 

to make better methodological choices when confronted with diagnostic research in the 

absence of a proper reference standard. This study explored how such a study might look 

like.

When we compared the two methods head-to-head in our heart failure example, results 

with respect to estimates of accuracy and prevalence were rather similar. However, when 

comparing the final classification on an individual level differences occurred in 20.2% of the 

patients. This at least demonstrates that these methods cannot be used interchangeably. A 

universal problem in such comparison studies will be how to decide which method is correct 

if the two approaches disagree in their classification. Ideally, a third external method exists 

which can act as a fair referee. More extensive follow-up with additional testing could be 

an option. 

There are, of course, a few drawbacks to this preliminary case study. In the heart failure 

study we used, no disease probabilities have been generated by the consensus panel. 

The experts only decided on disease presence and absence. Disease probabilities could 

have provided further insight whether the differences in classification indeed occurred in 

“difficult” patients and whether these differences in part can be explained by the use of a 

different threshold to define disease. In future studies, these disease probabilities generated 

by the consensus will be crucial to make an in depth comparison between the two methods. 

Also, in future research, the latent class method should be further extended by modelling 

conditional dependence between variables or perhaps incorporating more variables. 

It remains unclear whether or when either a consensus panel diagnosis or a latent class 

model should be used in diagnostic accuracy studies without an available reference 

standard providing acceptable verification. In some situations, it might even be preferable 

to acknowledge the fact that a standard diagnostic accuracy studies can or should not 

be performed and another type of evaluation studies, clinical test validation, should be 

considered.1;4 
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In our opinion, further research thoroughly examining the similarities and differences 

between a consensus panel diagnosis and latent class analyses need to be done to better 

understand the performances of both methods in different clinical settings. This will enable 

us to make better methodological choices when confronted with diagnostic research in the 

absence of a proper reference standard. 
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Abstract

A key requirement in the design of diagnostic accuracy studies is that all study participants 

receive both the test under evaluation and the reference standard. For a variety of practical 

and ethical reasons, sometimes only a proportion of patients receives the reference 

standard, which can bias the accuracy estimates. Numerous methods have been described 

for correcting this partial verification bias or work-up bias in individual studies. We describe 

a Bayesian method to obtain adjusted results from a diagnostic meta-analysis when partial 

verification or work-up bias is present in a subset of the primary studies. The method 

corrects for verification bias without having to exclude primary studies with verification 

bias, thus preserving the main advantages of a meta-analysis: increased precision and better 

generalizability. The results of our method will be compared to the existing methods for 

dealing with verification bias in diagnostic meta-analyses. Empirical data from a systematic 

review of studies of the accuracy of the immunohistochemistry test for diagnosis of HER-2 

status in breast cancer patients will be used for illustration. 
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Introduction

An increasing number of systematic reviews of diagnostic accuracy studies are being 

published. These studies aim to provide more precise and more generalizable accuracy 

estimates and to examine variability in accuracy across clinical subgroups in a more 

meaningful way than can be done in separate, small studies.1 Systematic reviews of test 

accuracy studies have benefited from methodological advances and guidelines for the 

design and interpretation of primary diagnostic studies.2-6 Methods for meta-analysis now 

include bivariate or hierarchical models, which jointly summarize sensitivity and specificity 

while accounting for their mutual relationship within and across primary studies. Unlike 

most meta-analyses of therapeutic trials, which are usually based on randomized trial data, 

diagnostic meta-analyses often involve primary studies based on routinely collected data. 

Primary studies in a diagnostic meta-analysis may, therefore, be more susceptible to a 

number of well documented sources of bias, such as selection or misclassification bias.7, 8 So 

far, few authors have tried to correct for biases within a diagnostic meta-analysis, although 

some have attempted to correct for bias from an imperfect reference standard using a latent 

class model.9-11

One of the most problematic biases in primary diagnostic accuracy studies is perhaps the 

so-called selection, work-up or verification bias.8;12-14 A classical scenario in which this bias 

arises is a two-stage design, where all subjects undergo the test under evaluation or index 

test at Stage I, but only a sample of subjects is selected at Stage II to undergo verification of 

disease presence by the reference standard. When selection of subjects for the reference 

standard is not a completely random sample, verification bias will occur. This could happen, 

for example, when a stratified random sample is drawn at Stage II with the strata being 

defined by the results of the index test in Stage I. Such a non-random referral pattern may 

arise due to ethical or economic considerations, for example in cases of a low disease 

probability in index test negative subjects, or because of the invasiveness or costs associated 

with the reference standard.

Several methods exist to address this particular form of work-up or partial verification bias 

in primary studies.13;15;16 So far, these solutions have not been applied to or developed for 

systematic reviews and meta-analyses, when partial verification is present in one or more of 

the primary studies. Some review authors have acknowledged this bias in their discussions, 

but not quantified nor corrected for it in the analyses.17-19 A recent article describes a meta 

analytical method for the case where primary diagnostic studies have missing data on 

the reference standard but the authors did not explicitly address the problem as partial 

verification, work-up or selection bias.11
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Excluding all primary studies with work-up bias is one simple and frequently applied 

solution.2 This method avoids the partial verification bias , but at the expense of reduced 

precision and a lower generalizability. Alternatively, sensitivity analyses that alternatively 

include and exclude the questionable studies may be performed, to assess the robustness 

of the conclusions.2;20 However, both methods can leave the researcher with questionable 

results, since omitting studies results in possible publication bias, and including them may 

result in verification bias. It would be preferable to include all studies, and adjust for the 

verification bias that may be present.

We extend existing methods to correct for partial verification models for single diagnostic 

studies13 to the meta-analytic setting. In particular, we propose a two-stage Bayesian 

approach to correct for verification bias in primary diagnostic accuracy studies when 

conducting a meta-analysis of test accuracy studies. In Stage I of the analysis, this approach 

uses only the unbiased primary studies to estimate the distribution of the index test results 

in a representative sample of the population. In Stage II all available studies are used to 

estimate positive predictive values. The results from the two stages can then be combined 

to obtain unbiased summary estimates of the sensitivity and specificity of the index test. 

Example study: HER-2 positive breast cancer

Our method will be illustrated using data from a recently published systematic review on 

testing for HER2-positive breast cancer, an aggressive form of breast cancer associated with 

a high mortality rate.21 The availability of Herceptin, an effective but expensive treatment 

for HER2 positive breast cancer, has increased the awareness of having adequate accuracy 

in identifying women who have HER2 receptors and are thus most likely to respond to this 

therapy. Two tests are commonly used to determine HER2 status: immunohistochemistry 

(IHC) and fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH). FISH is believed to be the gold standard 

test for determining HER2 status. It is carried out only at specialized laboratories.21 IHC, on 

the other hand, can be performed in most surgical pathology laboratories and is substantially 

less expensive than FISH.21 The goal of the systematic review was to obtain summary 

estimates of the sensitivity and specificity of IHC, assuming FISH to be a perfect reference 

standard, and to subsequently compare the cost-effectiveness of different strategies for 

establishing HER-2 status. 

The IHC test is scored on a 4-point scale and takes values 0, 1+, 2+ or 3+. Patients who 

receive scores of 0 or 1+ are considered to be HER-2 negative, while those with scores of 

3+ are considered to be HER-2 positive. Patients with a score of 2+ are considered to have 

an ambiguous test results. Various studies have recommended that the results of patients 

with IHC scores of 2+ should be verified with a FISH test.22 More recent studies21;23 have 
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recommended that patients with IHC 3+ scores should also be verified by the FISH test. 

This implies that patients who receive IHC scores of either 2+ or 3+ are more likely to be 

verified by FISH in routine clinical practice than those who receive 0 or 1+ scores. In our 

analyses we treated the IHC as having a 3-point scale: 0 or 1+, 2+ and 3+. The FISH test gives 

a dichotomous test result of positive or negative. The percentage of HER-2 positive cases in 

a representative sample of women diagnosed with breast cancer is believed to be around 

30%.21 Thus we would expect that studies with a work-up bias have a proportion of IHC 2+ 

and 3+ scores greater than 30%.

Table 1. Summary of Studies Included in the Meta-Analysis of the Sensitivity and Specificity of Immunohisto-

chemistry (IHC) With Respect to Fluorescence In Situ Hybridization (FISH) for HER-2 Breast Cancer.

Study
No. of 

patients
IHC score, % of patients  

% of patients with positive FISH result 
in each IHC score category

0 and 1+ 2+ 3+ 0 and 1+ 2+ 3+

Hoang et al, 2000 100 74.0 2.0 24.0 0.0 0.0 70.8

Kakar et al, 2000 112 70.5 15.2 14.3 1.3 35.2 87.5

Bartlett et al, 2001 210 85.2 10.0 4.8 6.7 90.5 90.0

Tsuda et al, 2001 101 76.3 5.9 17.8 2.6 0.0 83.3

Press et al, 2002 117 74.4 11.1 14.5 14.9 100.0 100.0

Dowsett et al, 2001 426 63.4 12.7 23.9 0.7 48.1 94.1

Ogura et al, 2003 110 71.9 9.1 18.2 3.7 10.0 100.0

Lal et al, 2004 2279 76.0 13.7 10.3 1.9 26.5 89.7

Lottner et al, 2005 215 78.1 11.6 10.2 2.4 72.0 100.0

Loring et al, 2005* 110 56.4 15.5 28.2 0.0 0.0 87.1

Lebeau et al, 2001* 78 56.4 20.5 23.1 0.0 25.0 100.0

McCormick et al, 2002* 198 56.6 22.7 20.7 6.3 42.3 100.0

Roche et al, 2002* 119 16.0 10.1 73.9 0.0 0.0 89.8

Mrozkowiak et al, 2004* 360 2.8 87.5 9.7 0.0 20.3 91.4

Yaziji et al, 2004* 2913 49.0 39.5 11.5 2.8 17.0 91.6

Dolan et al, 2005* 129 17.9 72.1 10.1 0.0 7.5 38.4

Press et al, 2005* 842 54.3 14.7 31.0  4.2 16.9 78.2

IHC= Immunohistochemistry; FISH= Fluorescence In Situ Hybridization

*studies with verification bias

The 17 studies included in this meta-analysis are summarized in Table 1. Eight of the studies 

were considered to have partial verification bias resulting in an overrepresentation of cases 

with 2+ or 3+ immunohistochemistry scores.24-31 In four of these studies it was evident from 

the methods that the study sample was collected at a centre where patients had been 
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selectively referred for FISH.24-26;28 In one study, the study design involved oversampling of 

patients with IHC 2+ results.30 We treated an additional three studies as having verification 

bias, even though this was not clear from the articles themselves, because the percentage 

of 2+ or 3+ cases was higher than 40%.27;29;31

In studies without verification bias, the percentage of patients in the IHC 0 or 1+ categories 

ranged from 63% to 85% compared to 2.8% to 57% in the studies that were considered to 

have verification bias. 

Proposed method

We first present the general concept behind our method, followed by more mathematical 

details. 

General approach

We assumed that all primary studies followed a two-stage data collection process. At Stage 

I a random sample of subjects was selected to undergo the index test. At Stage II a certain 

percentage of these subjects were verified by the reference standard. In primary studies 

without verification bias, 100% of patients who received the index test at Stage I went on 

to receive the reference standard at Stage II. However, in those studies where there was 

verification bias, an unknown proportion of patients received the reference standard at 

Stage II. Studies with verification bias would typically report only results based on the subset 

of patients verified in Stage II.  

The meta-analysis was also carried out in two stages to reflect the two-stage data collection 

process. In the first stage of the meta-analysis we estimated the probability distribution (i.e. 

prevalence of each value) of the index test using the primary studies without verification 

bias. In the second stage of the meta-analysis we estimated the positive predictive values of 

the index test across all primary studies, irrespective of whether they had verification bias or 

not. Following Begg and Greenes,13 we assumed that the estimate of the positive predictive 

value, P(Reference+|Index), in each study remained unbiased even in the presence of 

verification bias. We used a Bayesian approach to estimate the parameters in each stage of 

the meta-analysis. A WinBUGS program to implement the model is given in the Appendix. 

Finally, the pooled sensitivity and specificity of the index test were obtained as functions of 

the parameters estimated in the two stages of the meta-analysis. 

Stage I Distribution of (index) test results

We assumed the index test results are expressed on an ordinal scale while the reference 

standard results are dichotomous. Let (t1j, t2j, …, tIj) denote the number of subjects in the 
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jth study with results 1, ..., I, respectively, on the index test T. We assume that the vector 

of index test results follows a multinomial distribution with probability vector (p1j, …, pIj) 

and sample size ni = t1j+ t2j+ …+ tIj. Following the approach commonly used to model a 

receiver-operating characteristic curve, we assume that each multinomial probability can 

be expressed as a difference between two cumulative probabilities, pij = qij - qi-1j (32). Each 

qij can be expressed as a probit (cumulative normal probability) function of a continuous 

variable aij, i.e. qij = Φ(aij). This transformation makes it easier to define a hierarchical prior 

distribution for the multinomial probabilities. The aij are assumed to be a random sample 

from a truncated normal distribution N(Ai, σi), ai-1j <= aij <= ai+1j, where Ai denotes the 

pooled mean value of the aij across studies and σi is the between study standard deviation. 

The truncated distribution helps preserve the ordering among the aij’s. For each study, q0j is 

assumed to be 0 and qIj is assumed to be 1. The lower limit of truncation for a1j is -∞ and the 

upper limit of truncation for aIj is ∞. We used objective N(mean=0, standard deviation=10) 

and Uniform(0,100) prior distributions for each of Ai and σi, respectively.

Stage II Distribution of reference standard results

We assume that in the jth study we observe the variables rij, i=1, … , I denoting the number 

of subjects with a positive result on the reference standard given the result T=i on the index 

test. We assume that each rij follows a binomial distribution with probability sij and sample 

size tij. The probabilities sij are expressed as a probit function of a continuous variable bij, 

i.e. sij = Φ(bij). The bij’s are assumed to follow a normal distribution N(Bi, τi), where Bi is the 

pooled mean of the bij across all studies and τi is the between study standard deviation. 

Once again objective prior distributions are normal with mean=0 and standard deviation=10 

and Uniform(0,100), for each of Bi and τi, respectively.

Obtaining a sample from the posterior distribution

Neither in Stage I nor Stage II can the posterior distribution be expressed in a simple 

analytical form. Using a WinBUGS program we obtained a sample from the posterior 

distribution of each parameter of interest via Monte Carlo Markov Chain (MCMC) methods. 

For each model described in this paper, five MCMC runs were carried out with different 

starting values. Convergence of the model was determined using the Gelman-Rubin statistic 

provided by WinBUGS.33 Once model convergence was ascertained we drew a sample of 

500,000 iterations after dropping the first 10,000 burn-in iterations. This sample was used 

to obtain summary statistics (e.g. median, 2.5% and 97.5% quantiles). 

Estimating the pooled sensitivity and specificity of the index test

Let P1 = Φ(A1), P2 = Φ(A2)- Φ(A1), ..., PI = 1-Φ(AI-1) denote the pooled estimates across all 
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studies of the prevalence of each value of the index test. Similarly, let S1 = Φ(B1), S2 = Φ(B2), 

..., SI = Φ(BI) denote the pooled estimates of the probability of a positive result on the 

reference standard for a given result of the index test. 

The sensitivity of the index test at the cut-off of T=i can be defined as 

Similarly, the specificity at the cut-off of T=i can be defined as           

Sensitivity analyses

We carried out a sensitivity analysis by considering a lower cut-off for defining verification 

bias P(IHC=2+ or 3+)>30%. This would imply that the study by Dowsett et al34 would also 

be considered to have verification bias and would be included only in Stage II of the 

meta-analysis. Selecting the prior distribution for the parameters modeling between-

study heterogeneity in a hierarchical model can be potentially problematic. We follow 

the approach described by Spiegelhalter et al35 to assess the sensitivity of our inferences 

to commonly used low information prior distributions. In addition to the U(0, 100) prior 

over the standard deviation, we fit the model with an Gamma(0.001, 0.001) prior over the 

between-study precision and a U(0, 100) prior over the between-study variance.

Comparison to other methods for adjusting for verification bias in a meta-analysis

We compared the results of the two-stage model described above to the results obtained 

when: i) verification bias is ignored, and ii) when studies with verification bias are excluded 

in total from the analysis. 

Results

Distribution of index test and reference standard results

Table 2a shows the posterior estimates (median and 95% credible intervals) derived from 

Stage I of the model, for the probability of each value of the IHC test. Table 2b shows the 

posterior estimates (median and 95% credible intervals) derived from Stage II of the model, 

for the probability of a positive FISH test result in each IHC score category. The wide credible 

intervals for both the overall IHC scores and positive FISH results (especially the 2+ and 3+ 

categories) indicate that there was a substantial amount of between study variability. 
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Table 2. Overall Results of the Meta-Analysis for the Percentages of Patients in each IHC Category (Stage I) and the 

Percentage of Patients With a Positive FISH Test Result in each IHC Category (Stage II).

a. IHC score, probability (Stage I)

IHC 0 and 1+ IHC 2+ IHC 3+

Overall
Median 95% CI Median 95% CI Median 95% CI

0.77 0.73, 0.80 0.11 0.05, 0.10 0.13 0.09, 0.18

b. Probability of a positive FISH result in each IHC score category (Stage II)

IHC 0 and 1+ IHC 2+ IHC 3+

Overall
Median 95% CI Median 95% CI Median 95% CI

0.03 0.02, 0.04 0.27 0.11, 0.48 0.91 0.85, 0.95

IHC: Immunohistochemistry; CI: Credible Interval 

Pooled sensitivities en specificities per correction method

Table 3 lists the pooled estimates of sensitivity (Table 3a) and specificity (Table 3b) of the IHC 

test obtained using each of the different methods. 

Estimates obtained from the adjusted model and the model that relied only on studies 

without verification bias were similar, though the precision was worse in the latter case, as 

expected. 

At the cut-off of 2+, we found that the sensitivity obtained with the method that ignored 

verification bias altogether was higher while specificity was considerably lower compared to 

the results from the adjusted model. At the cut-off of 3+, the pattern was reversed with the 

sensitivity being lower than in the adjusted model. This was probably because the IHC 2+ 

sub-group was more likely to be over-sampled at Stage II than the IHC 3+ sub-group. 

These results are similar to what has been found when ignoring verification bias in primary 

diagnostic studies,8;12-14 i.e. when oversampling index test positive subjects (IHC>=2+) the 

sensitivity is overestimated while the specificity is underestimated, while when oversampling 

index test negative patients (IHC<=2+) the sensitivity is underestimated while the specificity 

is overestimated. 
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Table 3. Sensitivities (a.) and Specificities (b.) of the Possible IHC Scores Using our Bayesian Method and Three 

Other Methods: i) Ignoring Verification Bias in the Analysis, and ii) Excluding Studies With Work-Up Bias in the 

Analysis. 

a. Sensitivity of IHC at Different Cut-Offs

IHC score 
cut-off

Verification bias corrected 
using the Bayesian Method

i) Ignoring verification bias
ii) Excluding studies with 

verification bias

 Median 95% CI Median 95% CI Median 95% CI

≥ 0 1 1 1

≥ 2 0.88 0.82, 0.93 0.94 0.89, 0.97 0.89 0.79, 0.95

≥ 3 0.72 0.54,0.86 0.66 0.42, 0.85 0.64 0.43, 0.85

> 3 0 0 0

b. Specificity of IHC at Different Cut-Offs

IHC score 
cut-off

Verification bias corrected 
using the Bayesian Method

i) Ignoring verification bias
ii) Excluding studies with 

verification bias

 Median 95% CI Median 95% CI Median 95% CI

≥ 0 0 0 0

≥ 2 0.89 0.83, 0.95 0.72 0.50, 0.89 0.91 0.85, 0.97

≥ 3 0.98 0.97, 0.99 0.98 0.96, 0.99 0.99 0.97, 0.99

> 3 1 1 1

IHC: Immunohistochemistry; CI: Credible Interval 

Sensitivity analyses

Sensitivity analyses, altering the cut-off to classify a study as having verification bias, did 

not have an important impact on the pooled median and 95% credible interval of the 

sensitivities and specificities (Sensitivity at 2+: 0.88 (0.81, 0.92), Sensitivity at 3+: 0.71 (0.56, 

0.82), Specificity at 2+: 0.90 (0.85, 0.93), Specificity at 3+: 0.99 (0.97, 0.99) ).

Changing the form of the prior distribution for the between-study heterogeneity parameters 

did not alter the results in Table 3 (results not shown).

Discussion

We presented a method to adjust for work-up bias or partial verification bias in a diagnostic 

meta-analysis. We compared the results of this method with several alternative approaches, 

including the naive approach of prevailing methods such as simply ignoring the verification 

bias in the primary studies. 

In our empirical example, it appears that ignoring verification bias results in a bias similar to 

that observed in individual diagnostic studies with verification bias.8;12-14 This supports our 
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notion that in a diagnostic meta-analysis context as well, verification bias in primary studies 

can lead to seriously biased results and should be addressed to make valid inferences about 

the test under study.

The performance of our method relies on having at least some primary studies without 

verification bias to be able to correct the primary studies with this bias. In our empirical 

example, simply omitting studies with verification led to similar results as the corrected 

values achieved by our Bayesian model. However, leaving studies completely out of the 

analysis can in general lead to different estimates, and will always reduce the overall sample 

size, leading to lower precision of the parameter estimates associated with the index 

test.. The more primary studies one omits from of the analysis (due to verification bias), 

the more this will affect both bias and precision. Meta-analyses are in principal done to 

improve precision and generalizability, so leaving studies out of the analysis, and therefore 

completely ignoring valuable information, should not be preferred.    

An important step before applying the proposed correction method is to identify primary 

studies with or without partial verification bias. In some studies the presence of the bias is 

evident from the methods section of the primary studies. In other situations, however, the 

bias is not clearly reported and the presence or absence of verification bias has to be assessed 

based on clinical and methodological grounds. Because this is a more subjective assessment 

it may increase the risk of misclassification of studies and therefore we recommend carrying 

out a sensitivity analysis similar to that used in our example

Our model extends the methods of Begg and Greenes13 that correct for verification bias 

within a single study to the meta-analysis context. A key assumption in the adjustment is 

that the predictive values of the index test can be estimated without bias, even in studies 

with verification bias. The validity of Begg and Greenes method has been thoroughly 

studied.13, 36 Therefore, although we illustrate our method using only one example study 

of partial verification bias in primary diagnostic accuracy studies when conducting a meta-

analysis, there is no reason to believe that the properties of the method will not carry over 

to other settings.

The model proposed here can be extended to incorporate both covariates that influence 

the distribution of index test results and covariates that influence the predictive values 

of the index test. As mentioned in the introduction, misclassification due to an imperfect 

reference standard is a well recognized problem in diagnostic testing studies. As has been 

described for single studies, we can also extend our model to simultaneously correct for 
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verification bias and bias due to imperfection of the reference standard.37, 38 Should the 

Stage I data be available in some of the studies with verification bias, then we could also 

add a further step to our model to estimate the probability of verification. This would be 

important particularly if additional covariates besides the index test results determine the 

probability of verification, and also affect the distribution of the index test and the positive 

predictive values. 

It is well known that verification bias in primary diagnostic accuracy studies as well as in a 

meta-analysis of such studies can seriously harm the estimates of the diagnostic accuracy 

of the index test. Our proposed model corrects for this bias without excluding any primary 

studies with verification bias and thus preserves the main advantages of a meta-analysis: 

increased precision and better generalizability. 
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Appendix 1. WinBugs Model for Correcting Verification Bias in a Meta-Analysis

model {

# Meta-Analysis Stage I

for (j in 1:9) {

n[j]<-sum(r[j,1:6])

t[j,1:3] ~ dmulti(p[j,1:3],n[j])

p[j,1]<-q[j,1]

p[j,2]<-q[j,2]-q[j,1] 

p[j,3]<-1-p[j,1]-p[j,2]

logit(q[j,1])<-a[j,1]

logit(q[j,2])<-a[j,2]

a[j,1] ~ dnorm(A[1],pr.a[1]) I(-5,a[j,2])

a[j,2] ~ dnorm(A[2],pr.a[2]) I(a[j,1],5)

}

A[1] ~ dnorm(0,0.0001) I(-5,A[2])

A[2] ~ dnorm(0,0.0001) I(A[1],5)

pr.a[1]<-pow(σ [1],-2)

σ [1] ~ dunif(0,100)

pr.a[2]<-pow(σ [2],-2)

σ[2] ~ dunif(0,100)

# Meta-Analysis Stage II

for (j in 1:17) {

# Total number in each IHC category

t[j,1]<-r[j,1]+r[j,4]

t[j,2]<-r[j,2]+r[j,5]

t[j,3]<-r[j,3]+r[j,6]

r[j,1] ~ dbin(s[j,1],t[j,1])

r[j,2] ~ dbin(s[j,2],t[j,2])

r[j,3] ~ dbin(s[j,3],t[j,3])

  

logit(s[j,1]) <-b[j,1]

logit(s[j,2]) <-b[j,2]

logit(s[j,3]) <-b[j,3]
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b[j,1] ~ dnorm(B[1],pr.b[1]) I(-5,5)

b[j,2] ~ dnorm(B[2],pr.b[2]) I(-5,5)

b[j,3] ~ dnorm(B[3],pr.b[3]) I(-5,5)

}

B[1] ~ dnorm(0,0.0001) I(-5,5)

B[2] ~ dnorm(0,0.0001) I(-5,5)

B[3] ~ dnorm(0,0.0001) I(-5,5)

pr.b[1]<-pow(τ [1],-2)

τ [1] ~ dunif(0,100)

pr.b[2]<-pow(τ [2],-2)

τ [2] ~ dunif(0,100)

pr.b[3]<-pow(τ [3],-2)

τ [3] ~ dunif(0,100)

# Distribution of IHC scores

qq[1]<-1/(1+exp(-A[1]))

qq[2]<-1/(1+exp(-A[2]))

pp[1]<-qq[1]

pp[2]<-qq[2]-qq[1]

pp[3]<-1-qq[2]

# Proportion positive FISH result per IHC category

rr[1]<-1/(1+exp(-B[1]))

rr[2]<-1/(1+exp(-B[2]))

rr[3]<-1/(1+exp(-B[3]))

# Sensitivity per IHC category

S[1]<- 1

S[2]<- (pp[2]*rr[2]+pp[3]*rr[3])/(pp[1]*rr[1]+pp[2]*rr[2]+pp[3]*rr[3])

S[3]<- pp[3]*rr[3]/(pp[1]*rr[1]+pp[2]*rr[2]+pp[3]*rr[3])

S[4]<- 0

# Specificity per IHC category

C[1]<- 0

C[2]<- (1-rr[1])*pp[1]/((1-rr[1])*pp[1]+(1-rr[2])*pp[2]+(1-rr[3])*pp[3])

C[3]<- ((1-rr[1])*pp[1]+(1-rr[2])*pp[2])/((1-rr[1])*pp[1]+(1-rr[2])*pp[2]+(1-rr[3])*pp[3])

C[4]<- 1

}
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A key step in any diagnostic accuracy study is to determine whether the target condition is 

present or absent in each patient. This process is also known as verification. Ideally, there 

is a gold standard that provides error-free classification. Accuracy measures, such as test 

sensitivity, specificity, likelihood ratios, predictive values, or diagnostic odds ratios, express 

how well the results of the test(s) under evaluation agree with the outcome of that gold 

standard.1;3 

In most, if not all, cases a gold standard without error or uncertainty does not exist.4;14;15 In 

these circumstances, researchers use the best available method to determine the presence 

or absence of the target condition, and refer to this as the clinical reference standard 

rather than gold standard.3;16;17 Even within this framework, several problematic verification 

situations can occur. It may not be possible to perform the preferred reference test in all 

patients or that test may be substantially imperfect.3 In applied clinical research, in spite 

of the presence of verification problems, naive analyses are still being performed and the 

verification problems are, at best, only briefly mentioned in the discussion section of the 

papers.

In the more technical literature, multiple solutions have been proposed to alleviate the bias 

caused by various reference standard problems.2;5;9;10;18;19 These solutions are not frequently 

applied, as they are often rather technical and limited guidance is provided which solution 

should be preferred when, as all solutions have their advantages and disadvantages. 

In this discussion, we will give an overview of the reference standard situations that may 

occur in studies of diagnostic accuracy. By using the ideal reference standard situation 

as a starting point, we classify possible reference test problems against two main axes: 

imperfection of the reference test and the completeness of the verification by this reference 

test. We then use this classification to provide guidance for researchers that have to deal 

with specific verification problems or for readers when reading reports about studies with 

such problems. In a flowchart we will summarize the verification problems and provide key 

questions for selecting possible solutions to alleviate these problems. 

Ideal reference standard situation in diagnostic accuracy studies

Ideally, all subjects in a diagnostic accuracy study are verified by a single and (near) perfect 

reference standard. The various measures of accuracy of the index test(s) under study can 

then be calculated in a straightforward manner using classical methods.1;20
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Two main axes of reference standard problems: incomplete verification and imperfection

Using this ideal situation as a starting point we can define two main categories of reference 

standard problems: incomplete verification and imperfection.

Based on these two axes, four main categories of reference standard situations can be 

defined: 

1. Complete verification by a perfect reference standard

2. Incomplete verification by a perfect reference standard

3. Complete verification by an imperfect reference standard

4. Incomplete verification by an imperfect reference standard 

The first reference standard situation is the ideal reference standard situation in diagnostic 

accuracy studies as mentioned earlier (Figure 1, vertical axis 1). We will now discuss the 3 

problematic reference standard situations in more detail. 

Incomplete verification by a perfect reference standard

If there is a single reference standard available that provides acceptable verification, but this 

reference standard can not be administered to all patients (Figure 1, vertical axis 2), we have 

a situation known as partial or incomplete disease verification. The bias associated with this 

is called partial verification bias, work-up bias, or referral bias.1;6;21

Different mechanisms can lead to partial verification.3;6 Sometimes partial verification is 

simply unavoidable. For example, in a study using FDG-PET scanning to detect possible 

distant metastases before planning major curative surgery in patients with carcinoma of 

the oesophagus: only PET hot spots can be biopsied and verified histologically.22 Incomplete 

verification can also be planned for efficiency reasons. This is often the case in screening test 

evaluation studies, where disease prevalence is low. In these types of studies, researchers 

often decide to apply the reference standard in only a random sample of the large group 

of patients with a negative screening test result. In other studies, partial verification is not 

planned, and reasons are unclear and not documented.23;24 

There are two main strategies to address incomplete verification by the reference standard.

Mathematical methods to correct for incomplete verification

Mathematical methods to correct for partial verification bias, such as the Begg and Greenes 

method8 or multiple imputation,9,10 can be used to alleviate the partial verification bias. To 

optimally apply these techniques to address partial verification, researchers must collect 

detailed data about all relevant variables that may have been used in the (selective) referral 

of study subjects for verification. The performance of the correction methods will improve 
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with more and better information that may be involved in disease verification decisions. In 

short, the mechanisms leading to incomplete verification should be observed.

Introducing a second reference standard in unverified subjects

Another frequently encountered approach in diagnostic accuracy studies is to use an 

alternative, second best, reference test in those subjects where the result of the first, 

preferred reference test is absent. Although this seems a clinically appealing approach, 

bias can arise when the results of the two reference tests are treated as interchangeable. 

Both reference tests are almost by definition of different quality in terms of target disease 

classification or may even define the target disease differently.25,26 Therefore, the results 

should be reported separately for each reference test to provide more clinically informative 

and unbiased measures of diagnostic accuracy.7 If in these situations one still wants to quantify 

the accuracy of the diagnostic index test or model with regard to the same underlying target 

condition, one should also correct for possible imperfections of the applied reference tests.5  

Complete verification by an imperfect reference standard

If there is no reference standard available that provides acceptable verification, but all 

subjects are verified by an imperfect reference standard (Figure 1, vertical axis 3), the 

question is whether correction for the imperfections of the reference standard is possible 

based on external knowledge. The fact that the imperfect reference standard is used as 

a reference test indicates that its properties with regard to the target condition could at 

least be approximately known from past experience, or by comparison with more accurate 

disease-detection methods (such as autopsy). If the degree of error of the used reference 

standard is known from previous studies or experience, the accuracy measures calculated by 

classic analyses can be mathematically adjusted to alleviate the bias due to the imperfection 

of the reference test.16

If correction for the imperfection of the reference standard is impossible or unfeasible, 

applying multiple diagnostic tests within patients can be used to improve classification. 

These tests often include general patient characteristics, signs and symptoms from history 

and physical examination, and other rest results.4 These multiple tests need to be combined 

in order to classify subjects in those with and those without the target condition. Combining 

multiple test results can be done in several ways.

Panel diagnosis

In a panel diagnosis a group of clinical experts determines the presence or absence of 

the target condition in each patient based on the results of the available diagnostic tests. 

It is well known that there is an observed variation in physicians’ practice-patterns for 

patients presenting with similar symptoms.27 Within many medical specialties, doctors vary 
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substantially in observations, perceptions, and reasoning when deciding on appropriate 

medical care.28 Recognizing the limitations of individual clinician diagnoses, research studies 

often use the consensus of a panel of multiple clinicians. It is hoped that a panel will achieve 

greater diagnostic reliability, accuracy, and certainty than an individual expert.29 

Latent class analysis

Similar to clinicians combining several diagnostic test results to determine the presence or 

the absence of the target condition in a patient, one can also use a mathematical modelling 

technique to assess disease status. This is called a latent class analysis30 and is based on the 

idea that observed variables are jointly determined by an underlying, unobserved (latent) 

target condition. In diagnostic accuracy studies the true disease status can be considered 

as a dichotomous latent variable with two categories, ‘disease present’ and ‘disease 

absent’. Within a group of individuals with unknown disease status, for whom at least three 

independent diagnostic test results are available, both disease prevalence and sensitivity 

and specificity of all tests can be derived from the pattern of diagnostic tests results using 

latent class analysis.

Incomplete verification by an imperfect reference standard

The worst verification problems occur when in a diagnostic study only part of the research 

subjects are verified by an imperfect reference standard (Figure 1, vertical axis 4). If the 

mechanisms leading to incomplete verification and there is external knowledge on the 

imperfection of the reference standard available, one could use a mathematical correction 

method to correct for both the partial verification and the imperfection of the reference 

standard.2 

If such information is unavailable, again multiple diagnostic tests could be used to improve 

classification. Like we previously described, the combination of the diagnostic tests as a 

method of verifying disease status can be done using either a consensus panel or latent class 

analysis. In more complex reference standard situations, as in studies with multiple imperfect 

or incomplete reference standards, the choice of an appropriate correction method or 

combination can be very difficult. In some situations, it might be preferable to acknowledge 

the fact that a standard diagnostic accuracy studies can or should not be performed and 

another type of evaluation studies, clinical test validation, should be considered.3,4 We will 

address this other type of evaluation more thoroughly in the final section below. 
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Key remaining problems and future research

We have presented an overview of the possible reference standard situations that may occur 

in clinical practice. For some straightforward reference standard situations, such as in studies 

with a single (near) perfect but incomplete reference standard, mathematical correction 

methods to correct for the partial verification bias are available and fairly straightforward. 

In situations where verification by the reference standard is impossible or unethical in 

specific groups, researchers should beforehand think about the strategy for reference data 

collection and analysis. In our flowchart we specified the various forms and combinations of 

reference standard situations and possible methods to address and overcome the associated 

verification problems. However, several complex reference standard situations exist where 

it remains difficult to provide guidance which solution to prefer. We will briefly highlight a 

few of these situations. 

The first difficult choice to make is whether to prefer a mathematical correction method or 

to introduce a second reference standard in unverified subjects when partial verification is 

present (Figure 1, A). One important difficulty is that both methods are based on (different) 

assumptions that cannot be directly checked. In mathematical solutions the key assumption 

is that the mechanisms leading to partial perfection are observed. This “missing at random” 

assumption can never be formally demonstrated but the numerous simulation studies in 

this area have indicated that the quality of the imputation will improve by measuring all 

possible variables that might play a role in the decision of physicians to verify patients.  

Introducing an alternative, second best reference test in the unverified patients brings 

the problem of imperfection into the equation. In situations where partial verification is 

unavoidable and limited to a specific subgroup of the study population, reporting the results 

of the second reference standard for that subgroup alone (like a predictive value measure) 

is a better approach than combining the two reference standard results in order to produce 

overall measures like sensitivity, specificity or overall accuracy. 

Because both methods have their merits and pitfalls, an empirical study directly comparing 

both approaches in the same set of patients seems valuable. Such a direct comparison will 

be informative when differences are small as researchers can then choose their preferred 

method. However, if the number of disagreements is substantial it will be impossible 

to determine which method is best without the help of an external, fair referee. This 

requires additional information. One source of additional information is to re-evaluate the 

disagreements to new clinical experts, but this solution will likely favor the panel approach. 

A more neutral approach is to use additional follow-up in the discordant patients to see 

whether complaints become clearer or whether specific events occur that increase the 

certainty that the condition of interest is present or absent. Another approach is to treat all 

discordant patients as if the condition is present and then examine whether one approach 
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is better than the other in predicting treatment response. More studies of this kind are 

needed to enable us to make more robust statements about which approach should be 

preferred in what clinical scenario. 

Another problem is that in really complex reference standard situations it might be 

preferable to acknowledge the fact that standard diagnostic accuracy studies can or should 

not be performed and another type of evaluation studies, clinical test validation, should be 

considered (Figure 1, B).3,4 For example in studies where there is incomplete verification, 

correction methods can not be applied and second or multiple reference standards do 

not improve classification. No clear rules are defined about when the diagnostic accuracy 

paradigm can be preserved using correction methods or multiple reference standards or 

when researchers should choose for other types of evaluation studies. More clear definitions 

about when to leave the diagnostic accuracy paradigm and go for validation studies should 

be further investigated.

Finally, uncertainty also exist about the best method for combining different test results that 

have been collected within patients: a consensus panel diagnosis or a latent class model 

(Figure1, C). A panel diagnosis seems to be a clinically appealing approach, but theoretical 

and empirical studies of group decision making indicate that, depending on their composition 

and procedures, consensus panels may not always achieve highly accurate decisions.31 

The efficacy of a panel varies with group size, heterogeneity of experts, and competence 

of the experts. A latent class analysis is a statistically sound and flexible approach and 

its potential benefit is that it is more objective than a panel diagnosis as it is examining 

the strength of statistical relationships among variables.3 Yet, since disease is defined in 

statistical terms clinicians can feel uncomfortable what the results stand for. Furthermore, 

there can be technical problems when constructing a proper latent class models. It can be 

difficult to choose the correct way to model the dependence between variables, model 

convergence problems may occur and the statistical classification may not coincide with 

pre-existing knowledge of the target condition or it may even refer to a related, but different 

condition. In Chapter 5 we introduced the idea to do head-to-head comparisons between a 

panel diagnosis and latent class models. Again the difficult issue in such studies will be the 

choice of a fair referee in case of disagreements, as we discussed before. This idea should be 

further developed and applied in the near future.

In the diagnostic literature, naive analyses are still common despite various verification 

problems being present. We hope that this overview will urge researchers and readers to be 

more aware of reference standard problems and, if present, will use the most appropriate 

method to alleviate the bias. Our flowchart can be helpful in selecting the best available 

solution depending on the characteristics of the verification problem at hand. 
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Summary

Diagnostic accuracy research is a vital step in the evaluation of new diagnostic technologies. 

It is the ability of a test to correctly discriminate between patients that have and do not 

have the target disease. In studies of diagnostic accuracy, results of the tests under study are 

compared with results of a reference standard applied to the same patients. In this research 

framework, the reference standard is the best available method to verify the presence or 

absence of the target disease, and thus provides the final classification of patients into 

target disease present or absent. This process is known as disease verification.

Ideally, the reference standard provides error-free disease classification. In some situations, 

it is not possible to verify the disease outcome with the preferred reference standard in all 

patients or any patient at all. Failure to apply the reference standard may result in various 

types of disease verification problems. Biased and exaggerated estimates of accuracy of a 

test can lead to inefficiencies in testing in clinical practice, unnecessary costs, and could 

trigger physicians to making incorrect treatment decisions.

This thesis examines the problem of verification bias in studies of diagnostic accuracy. In 

particular, we aimed to investigate the available methods to alleviate the various problems 

of verification bias and, more importantly, to improve the methodology and analysis of 

primary diagnostic accuracy studies and diagnostic meta-analyses in the presence of various 

forms of verification bias. 

In Chapter 2 we describe two important types of disease verification problems, partial –

and differential verification, using empirical examples and propose solutions to alleviate the 

associated biases. Partial verification bias occurs when not all patients are verified by the 

reference standard, and when the referral for disease verification is related to other factors 

like other test results or patient characteristics. If the preferred reference standard has not 

been applied in all patients, selectively or non-selectively, mathematical correction methods 

can be used to correct for the partial verification bias. Another approach in diagnostic 

accuracy studies is to use an alternative reference test in those subjects where the result 

of the first, preferred reference test cannot be obtained. Although this seems a clinically 

appealing and ethical approach, differential verification bias arises when the results of 

both reference tests are treated as equal and interchangeable when, in fact, they are of 

different quality or define the target condition differently. Then, the estimated accuracy of 

the diagnostic index test or model should be corrected and reported separately for each 

reference test, to provide more informative and less biased index tests’ accuracy measures. 
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Chapter 3 focuses on the problem of partial verification bias. In Chapter 3.1 we revisit a 

previous publication on multiple imputation to correct for partial verification bias. In that 

article the authors showed that partial verification can be considered as a missing data 

problem and that multiple imputation methods can be used to correct for this bias. They 

claim that even in simple situations where the verification is random within strata of the 

index test results, the so-called Begg and Greenes correction method underestimates 

sensitivity and overestimates specificity as compared with the MI method. However, we 

were able to demonstrate that the B&G method produces similar results as MI, and that the 

claimed difference has been caused by a computational error. In Chapter 3.2 we compare 

the performance of multiple imputation and the conventional correction method proposed 

by Begg and Greenes ourselves, under a range of different situations of partial verification. 

In a series of simulations, using a previously published Deep Venous Thrombosis dataset 

(N=1292), we set the outcome of the reference standard to missing based on various 

underlying mechanisms and by varying the total number of missing values. We then 

compared the performance of the different correction methods. The results of this study 

show that when the mechanism of missing reference data is known, accuracy measures 

can easily be correctly adjusted using either the Begg and Greenes method, or multiple 

imputation. In situations where the mechanism of missing reference data is complex or 

unknown, we strongly recommend using multiple imputation methods to correct. Multiple 

imputation methods can easily be extended with more variables, can incorporate both 

continuous and categorical variables, and they are readily available in statistical software. 

Chapter 4 focuses on the problem of differential verification bias. In Chapter 4.1 we 

present Bayesian methods using a single model to 1) acknowledge the different nature 

of the two reference standards applied, and 2) make simultaneous inferences about the 

population prevalence and the sensitivity, specificity, and predictive values of the index test 

with respect to both reference tests, in relation to latent disease status. We illustrate this 

approach using data from a study on the accuracy of the elbow extension test for diagnosis 

of elbow fractures in patients with elbow injury, using either radiography or follow-up as 

reference standards. 

In Chapter 5 we introduce the idea to directly compare two different verification strategies 

to handle diagnostic accuracy studies when there is no generally accepted reference 

standard available, and researchers have collected multiple test results on each patient: 

the consensus panel and the latent class model. We illustrate the application of both 

methods for combining various test results using the data from a heart failure study and 

discuss the possible origin of observed differences in results. Although estimates of accuracy 

of individual tests were highly comparable, on a patient level there was a fair amount of 
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disagreement (20.2% of all patients). A universal problem in such comparison studies is how 

to decide which method is correct if the two approaches disagree in their classification. 

Ideally, a third external method exists which can act as a fair referee. More extensive follow-

up with additional testing could be an option. The results of this case study may generate 

further ideas for analysing and designing studies to critically compare different solutions for 

diagnostic accuracy studies with verification problems. 

Numerous methods have been described for correcting partial verification bias in individual 

studies. In Chapter 6 we describe a Bayesian method to obtain unbiased results from a 

diagnostic meta-analysis when partial verification or work-up bias is present in a subset of 

the primary studies. The method corrects for this bias without having to exclude primary 

studies with verification bias, thus preserving the main advantages of a meta-analysis: 

increased precision and better generalizability. The results of our method are compared to 

the existing methods for dealing with verification bias in diagnostic meta-analyses. Empirical 

data from a systematic review of studies of the accuracy of the immunohistochemistry test 

for diagnosis of HER-2 status in breast cancer patients is used for illustration. 

Chapter 7 gives a final overview of the reference standard situations that may occur in 

studies of diagnostic accuracy. By using the ideal reference standard situation as a starting 

point, we classify possible reference test problems against two main axes: imperfection 

of the reference test and the completeness of the verification by this reference test. We 

then use this classification to provide guidance for researchers that have to deal with 

specific verification problems or for readers when reading reports about studies with such 

problems. In a flowchart we summarize the verification problems and provide key questions 

for selecting possible solutions to alleviate these problems. We hope that this overview 

will urge researchers to think about their reference standard situations and, if possible, use 

available methods to alleviate the corresponding bias. 
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Diagnostisch accuratesse onderzoek is een essentiële stap in de evaluatie van nieuwe 

diagnostische technologieën. Diagnostische accuratesse geeft aan hoe goed een test in staat 

is om onderscheid te maken tussen patiënten met en zonder een bepaalde ziekte. Om deze 

diagnostische accuratesse te bepalen, worden de resultaten van een nieuwe diagnostische 

test vergeleken met de resultaten van een referentiestandaard binnen eenzelfde groep van 

patiënten. De referentiestandaard is de best beschikbare test om de aan- of afwezigheid 

van een specifieke ziekte aan te tonen. Dit aantonen of uitsluiten van de ziekte via de 

referentiestandaard heet ook wel verificatie.

Idealiter kan de referentiestandaard foutloos onderscheid maken tussen patiënten met 

en zonder een bepaalde ziekte of aandoening. Soms is het echter niet mogelijk om alle 

patiënten in een onderzoek de referentiestandaard te laten ondergaan, bijvoorbeeld 

wanneer de gewenste referentiestandaard te duur of te invasief is. 

Als het niet mogelijk is om alle patiënten in een onderzoek de referentiestandaard te laten 

ondergaan, leidt dit vaak tot bias in de schattingen van de accuratesse. Dit verkeerde beeld 

over een test kan diverse negatieve gevolgen hebben, zoals onnodige kosten door inefficiënt 

gebruik van de test, tot zelfs incorrecte beslissingen over de behandeling. 

In dit proefschrift beschrijven we diverse methoden om de gevolgen van problemen in de 

verificatie te verlichten. Deze methoden kunnen worden ingezet in zowel de analyse van 

primaire diagnostische accuratesse studies als binnen meta-analyses van diagnostische 

studies met verificatieproblemen. 

In hoofdstuk 2 beschrijven we aan de hand van empirische voorbeelden twee belangrijke 

vormen van verificatieproblemen; partiële- en differentiële verificatie. Partiële verificatie 

bias treedt op als niet alle patiënten in een onderzoek de referentiestandaard ondergaan 

en als de reden daarvan afhangt van andere patiëntkenmerken of eerdere testresultaten. 

Er bestaan mathematische correctiemethoden om dit probleem te verlichten. Een 

andere aanpak voor dit verificatieprobleem is echter om bij patiënten die de gewenste 

referentiestandaard niet hebben ondergaan, een tweede alternatieve referentietest uit te 

voeren. Dit lijkt een klinisch logische benadering, maar er kan bias ontstaan als de twee 

verschillende referentietesten als gelijk en uitwisselbaar worden beschouwd. De bias die 

hierdoor kan ontstaan, heet differentiële verificatie bias. Indien twee (of meer) verschillende 

referentietesten worden gebruikt, dient de geobserveerde accuratesse van een nieuwe 

diagnostische test modelmatig te worden gecorrigeerd en per gebruikte referentietest te 

worden gerapporteerd.
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Hoofdstuk 3 focust zich op de bias door partiële verificatie. In hoofdstuk 3.1 bespreken we 

een eerder gepubliceerd artikel over multiple imputatie als correctiemethode voor partiële 

verificatie bias. In dat artikel laten de auteurs zien dat partiële verificatie kan worden gezien 

als een ‘missing data’ probleem en dat multiple imputatie kan worden gebruikt ter correctie 

voor deze vorm van bias. De auteurs betogen dat zelfs in eenvoudige situaties waar verificatie 

volledig random is binnen strata van resultaten van de indextest, multiple imputatie tot 

betere resultaten leidt dan een andere bekende correctiemethode beschreven door Begg 

and Greenes. Echter, wij tonen in dit hoofdstuk aan dat de Begg and Greenes methode tot 

vergelijkbare resultaten leidt als multiple imputatie en dat het eerder beschreven verschil 

voortkwam uit rekenfouten. In hoofdstuk 3.2 vergelijken we zelf de prestaties van multiple 

imputatie en de conventionele correctiemethode van Begg en Greenes in verschillende 

scenario’s van partiële verificatie. In een serie van simulaties in een complete dataset 

over diep veneuze trombose (N=1292) hebben we selectief uitkomsten van referentietest 

missing gemaakt op basis van verschillende onderliggende mechanismen en variërend in 

aantal. Daarna hebben we de verschillende correctiemethoden met elkaar vergeleken. De 

resultaten laten zien dat als het mechanisme van het ontstaan van missende data bekend 

is (missing at random), zowel multiple imputatie als de Begg en Greenes methode prima als 

correctiemethode gebruikt kunnen worden. Beide methoden presteren in dat geval even 

goed. In situaties waar het mechanisme van het ontstaan van missende referentiestandaard 

resultaten onbekend of erg complex is, adviseren we het gebruik van multiple imputatie. 

Multiple imputatiemethoden hebben namelijk als voordeel dat zij eenvoudig uitgebreid 

kunnen worden met meer variabelen, die zowel continu als categorisch kunnen zijn.  

Bovendien zijn multiple imputatiemethoden tegenwoordig beschikbaar in diverse 

statistische softwarepakketten.

In hoofdstuk 4 staat het probleem van differentiële verificatie bias centraal. In hoofdstuk 

4.1 presenteren we een Bayesiaans model dat tegelijkertijd 1) de verschillen van de twee 

gebruikte referentietesten in acht neemt, en 2) schattingen genereert van de prevalentie, 

sensitiviteit en specificiteit zowel afgezet tegen beide gebruikte referentietesten afzonderlijk 

als tegen een statistisch geconstrueerde indeling van zieken en niet-zieken (latente klasse 

model). We illustreren deze methode door de data van een studie naar de accuratesse 

van het strekken van de elleboog voor het diagnosticeren van een elleboogfractuur te 

heranalyseren. In deze studie vond verificatie plaats door röntgenfoto’s dan wel door het 

beloop van klachten in de follow-up. 

In hoofdstuk 5 vergelijken we twee verschillende strategieën om in situaties waar geen 

geaccepteerde referentiestandaard bestaat toch de diagnostische accuratesse van een 

nieuwe test te onderzoeken: een consensus uitspraak door een panel van deskundigen 
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versus een latente klasse model. We passen beide methoden toe binnen een diagnostische 

studie naar hartfalen en bediscussiëren de mogelijke herkomst van de verschillen tussen 

beide methoden. Hoewel de berekende accuratesse van de individuele testen sterk 

overeenkwamen, waren er op het niveau van de patiënt aanzienlijke verschillen (tot in 

20.2% van de patiënten). Een universeel probleem in dit soort vergelijkende studies is hoe 

te beslissen welke methode correct is als de resultaten verschillen. Idealiter bestaat er een 

derde, onafhankelijke methode van hoge kwaliteit die als scheidsrechter kan optreden. 

Zorgvuldige follow-up waarin het beloop van klachten wordt vastgelegd, eventueel 

aangevuld met extra testen, zou een goede methode hiervoor kunnen zijn. 

Er bestaan verschillende methoden om voor partiële verificatie in individuele studies 

te corrigeren. In hoofdstuk 6 beschrijven we een Bayesiaanse methode om binnen een 

diagnostische meta-analyse te corrigeren voor partiële verificatie die aanwezig is in een 

deel van de geïncludeerde primaire studies. Deze methode corrigeert voor de bias, zonder 

de primaire studies met partiële verificatie volledig uit de analyse te schrappen. Hierdoor 

blijven twee belangrijke eigenschappen van een meta-analyse overeind: verbeterde precisie 

en generaliseerbaarheid. De resultaten van deze aanpak worden vergeleken met bestaande 

correctiemethoden voor partiële verificatie in diagnostische meta-analyses. We gebruiken 

de data van een systematische review naar de accuratesse van een immunohistochemie 

test voor het diagnosticeren van de HER-2 status in patiënten met borstkanker om onze 

methode te illustreren.

Hoofdstuk 7 geeft een overzicht van de diverse verificatieproblemen die kunnen voorkomen 

in diagnostisch accuratesse onderzoek. Met het ideale diagnostische design als startpunt, 

classificeren we deze problemen aan de hand van twee assen: imperfectie van de 

referentietest en de compleetheid van verificatie met de referentietest. Zowel onderzoekers 

als lezers van diagnostische artikelen kunnen deze assen als hulpmiddel gebruiken om beter 

zicht te krijgen op eventueel aanwezige verificatieproblemen. We vatten de verschillende 

problemen rondom de verificatie en de mogelijke manieren om de bias te verlichten in een 

stroomdiagram samen. We hopen dat dit overzicht onderzoekers aanspoort om scherper 

na te denken over de verificatie binnen hun studie en, wanneer mogelijk, beschikbare 

correctiemethoden te gebruiken.
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Als allerlaatste bedank ik mijn schattie. Lieve Marjon, ik ben zo blij dat we elkaar tijdens mijn 

promotietraject eindelijk hebben gevonden. Hoewel ik vreesde dat het combineren van ons 

eigen huissie, inclusief flinke verbouwing, met het afronden van mijn promotietraject niet 

bepaald ideaal zou zijn, bleek het samen met jou een fluitje van een cent. Ik ben zó blij met 

jou, jij maakt me gelukkig!
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